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J N THE PRODUCTION of farm crops and livestock, 
American farmers are· confronted with the problem 

of conserving soil and rainfall on sloping lands .. The· 
importance of this proble;n has been overlooked in the 
past, and the continual loss of fertile topsoil by erosion 
has ·already rendered useless large areas of good· farm 
land for profitable cropping. Additional areas· are being 
abandoned eacli year. Fm;mers must adopt soil-con
serving practices on_ erodible slopes before a periila~· 
nently successful type of agriculture can be established .. · 

Early American farmers introduced. the use of hill-' 
side ditches to combat soil erosion. The ditches ·them
selves proved inadequate, but the principle .of con
h·olling erosion by systematica'ily intercepting surfl!ce 
runoff on sloping lands has led to the use of farm ter
racing. The development of terracing as recommended 
today has required years of use, extensive field observa-. 
!ions and experimen-tation, and many modifications 
from time to time in construction procedure. When 
teiTaces are properly used and constructed and ade-· 
quately supported by approved cropping and tillage 
-pii,~iqes_thcy provide one of the most effective erosion
·c;nh'o1mea~ures applicable to cultivated lands. 'Vhen 
improperly ~on"siruc.ted or not coordinated with proper 
land use practices they often accelerate rather titan 
.retard soil losses.. _ ' 

This bulletin has been revised in order to give its 
l"eaders the benefit of the most up-to-date information on 
'terrace construction and maintenance in coordination 
with otlter- recommeded soil-conservation practices. 
The information it contains is based on the terracing 
work of the Soil Cpnservation Service in every important 
agricultural region of tile United States. 

This bulletin supersedes Farmers' Bulletin 1669, Farm 
TeiTacing. · 

Washinl(ton. D. C. 
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INTRODUCTION 

PROGRESS OF TERRACING 

F OR CENTURIES agricult'urists of tother . ~ountries have used· 
terraces effectively to combat soil erosion and facilitate tillage 

practices ori sloping land.. More than 4,000 years ago the Incus tt•r
raced their steep hillsides, and over 2,000 years n "'0 the present prac
tice of !el'l'acin.~ rice fields in the .PhiliPt?ine. Island~ ":as .begun by 
the nnttves. '!11at terraces al'e wtdely distributed IS m<hcated by 
the terrace vineyards of Europe,- the terraced fields of the Orient, 
and the more recent terracing of wheatfields in Australia. These 
terraces are raised level benches supported on one or more sides by 
walls of mnsoury or sloping banks of turf and exemplify the true 
meaning of the word.- . 

In the United States the term !'terrace" has become identified with 
a hillside channel or ridge constructed for the purpose of control
ling the flow of s~Jrfi~ee water. The true terrace, or bench terTace, 
as it is comm'only known, is used only in limited areas whe1·e neces

. sary to cult,ivat;e excessively steep slopes. .. . . ~ . -
I Re,·iscd by T. D. Chamber!', Chid, Enj:!fnecrlng Division. It conlnfns thr Information ~tninr!l durin~~: lli 

years oft('rracing work carried on by the Soil Conscr\'atlon Brnolce since th!! puhllcntlon ortheearl1er('ilitlon.. 
Former members or the Division, particularly lions 0. Jepson and G. E. Ryerson, a...;slstcd the author, 
who also used information from former studies made by C. E-. Ramser and M. L. Nichols. · 

1 
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During the latter part of the eighteenth century and the beginning 
of the mneteenth century, farmers in the Southern States be~;an to 
use ditches and furrows across the slopes of cultivated fields to 
intercept runoff and retard erosion. · This practice was probably in
troduced by some of the early immigrants from Europe. The term 
"terrace" in connection with this practice appears to have been used 
in this country as earlx as 1847. Some of the principles used in 
installing these early htllside ditches were correct, but the effective
ness of the measures themselves was usually counteracted by inac
curate installations and lack of supporting practices. The evolution 
from these early hillside ditches to the modern agricultural terrace 
has been slow and gradual and is the result of. the efforts of many 
people. 

A. few of the earlier installations had such refinements as wide 
ridges aud-mriable graues and spacing accoruing to the rate of rain
fall and degree of slope but in general farmers were slow to adopt 
these improvements. 'Although the old-type hillside ditches or ter
races very frequently failed, they were sufficiently successful to in
duce farmei·s to contmue thetr use, year after year. 

A._pparently the first major improvement widely followed was made 
by P. H. Mangum of North Carolina, who in 1885 introduced the 
wide-base terrace permitting tillage operations to be conducted over 
the entire structure. Before the introduction of the wide-base ter- · 
race, the narrow-ridge terrace had been used. These narrow ridges 
could not be cultivated and were allowed to grow to grass and briars. 
This, together with inadequate control practices between ridges, 
gradually led to the development of bench terraces on many fields 
of the Southern States. · 

It was not until terracinrr received attention from the State agri
_cultural colle~es and the U'nited States Department of Agriculture 
that systematic studies and extensive progress in terrace construction 
were made. Preliminary studies were undertaken by "the Depart
ment in 1903. Definite investigations of the use of terraces to com- " 
bat soil erosion were begun in 1915 by C. E. Ramser of the Office 
of Expe~;iment Stations. The report of his findings was published 
in 1917. · The State experiment stations of Alabama, Texas, and 
Oklahoma started some of the earlier experimental work on ter
racing soon after the publication of this report. Other State ex
periment stations also made local studies. 

The E,.-tension Service and State extension agricultural engineers 
and county agents. have devoted much time to educational work on 
terracing, includinf?; field demonstrations and assistance to farmers 
in constructing thetr terraces. 

Between 1929 and 1934, 10 Federal experimental erosion farms 
were established in coopemtion with the States; in accordance with 
an act of Congress. These farms are in regions representing wide 
differences~ in soil1 climate, and farming practices. E"-perimental 
study o~ the cnpactty of terraces, their effectiveness, design, spacing, 
construction, and maintenance, and their relation to soils and crop
ping practices and to the operation of machinery is conducted on 
these farms. These soil-eroston experimental fai·ms were transferred 
to the Soil Conservation Sei·vice in 1935. · · · 
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Sin~e then th~ Soil Cons~rvation SetTice cooperating- with Stnte 
experiment stations and extension serviecs has assisted in demon
strating the usc of terraces for erosion control and wnter con~(·t·va
tion in practically every part of the United States where they are 
needed. 'Vherever row crops are grown on sloping land will Lc 
found terraced fields. 

SOIL EROSION 

Unless controlled, the undermining action of erosion will nt no 
distant date make large areas of cultivated land in the United States 
valueless for agricultmal use. Millions Of acres of once-fertile farm 
Inn.d have already been eroded beyond immediate repair. It has be<'n 
estimated that the rate of plant-food removal by erosion is about 21 

11-~!r-~ 

!o'IGUII£ 1.-Severe slll'et el'osion on modt>ratPly sloping culth·att'<l laud. 

times greater than the rate of removal by agricultural crops. This 
loss by erosion does not include losses through silt damage to bottom 
lands, water reservoirs, and irrigation channels. 

The two main classes of watet· erosion are sheet erosion and gully 
erosion. Sheet erosion is the removal of surface soil in fairly uniform 
layers or sheets; .gully erosion the removal of soil at points of exces
sive water concentration, where relatively deep ditches are cut into 
the surface. AE a rule, gullies follow sheet erosion, but they may 
appear without being preceded by sheet erosion, and sheet erosion may 
occasionally. continue indefinitely without the formation of gullies. 
It may not oe as spectacular as gully erosio~ but its effects are gen
erally much more harmful. Figure 1 shows a field on which sheet 
erosion has taken its toll. The intermeuiate stage between severe 
sheet erosion and gully erosion is shown in figure 2, and a gullied 
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OH-'l5235 

Fn;umo: 2.-Shed erosion that l1as de\·eloped into the fingering or shoestring 
stuge of gully erosion. 

2-~ 

Fwnn: 3.-0m·e gully erosion has a1lv:mcP.tl to this stnge, it pi;ileticnlly prohibits 
cmltin1tiou of n field UIHl greatly 1·educes its yalue fuL' any .agricultural use. 
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field in figure 3. Such gullying is a considerable obstacle to regular 
farming operations mid may necessitate abandonment of the fieltJ. 

Terrncing is a valuable .Preventive of both types of water erosion 
and, as a conserver of moisture, it indirectl:y aids in the control of 
wind erosion also. Terraces form interceptmg channels that brenk 

.long slopes into short segments and thereby provide low-velocity sur
face drainage, which materially reduces the amount of topsoil thnt can 
be carried down the slope or from the field by surfnce runoff. When 

·placed on the contour, terraces retain much more of the runoff on the 
field, and so conserve water. · 

TERRACING IN AN EROSION-CONTROL _PROGRAM 

The basic factor that must be recognized in the application of 
erosion-control measures is the proper utilization of the land. The 
use of land in accordance with its capabilities is a guide in consider
ing what areas or fields are to be terraced. 
· Land capability is dependent primarily on four< :factors: (1) 

Quality of the soil1 (2) slope, (3) erosion, (4) climate. An analysis 
of these factors will indicate whether or nqt the field in question is 
adaptable to cultivated cro~s in either short or long· rotations. 

Land used· for cultivated crops should be terraced where runoff 
and erosion cann<;>t be controlled oy use of vegetation or tillage prac
tices in the proposed cropping rotation. Land unsuited for culti
vated crops should not be terraced except in speciaL cases. For 
instance, where land has b~en depleted by misuse, terraces may be 
desirable to assist in the establishment of a permanent vegetation. 
In such places terraces are used as a temporai·y measure and may be 
constructed to standards below those required for a permanent sys
tem. Experience indicates that terracing on land not suited to culti
.vation usually results in expensive failures. The original cost and 
subsequent· maintenance is high, owing to steep slopes, erosion, or 
.unsatisfactory working conditions ·of the· soil. The high cost o£ 
construction and maintenance coupled with the unusually low yields 
in cultivated crops would indicate that a less intensive use, such as 
for pasture, meadow, or woods, would result in greater net income. 

TERRACING AND AGRONOMIC CONTROL MEASURES 

Terracing cannot be economically justified on cropland that can 
be· protected by less expensive conservation measures. Agronomic 
measures, such as contour tillage, crop rotations, and strip croppin~, 
are all that is needed on many sloping areas. These agronomic 
measures alone may furnish enough protection where rainfall in
tensities are low and the soil absorbs the rainfall rapidly, where 
the soils are erosion resistant and the slopes gentle, and where 
profitable rotations can be introduced that will provide an erosion
resistant cover during a large part of the rotation cycle, particularly 
during the rainy seasons. But where erodible soil, long slopes, nnd 
high rainfall.-intensities prevail and where short rotations must be 
followed to provide a profitable farm income, the agronomic control 
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measures may give only partial control. They must then be rein
forced with 'tetTn.cinu, which is a mechn.nica.l control measure, be-
fot·e adequate protection from erosion can be a~sured. . 

Terraces should ahvnys be supple•,nented with the best .PoSsible 
cropping practices because terraces m them~elves do not Improve 
soil fertility. They do, however , save fertile topsoil and retain 
costly seed and applications of lime and ~ertilizer. These facts 
justify the expectation that terraced fields "-111 pro~luce better ~rop 
yields over several years than unterraced fields, winch may rap1dly 
be~ome less productiYc because of e.rosion losses (fig. 4). 

2-1122-9 

FIGL'l!E 4.-When ten·aces m·e properly constructed and supplemented with 
:>uitable tillage practices, good. farm crops cnn be produced without excessive 
soil loss. 

TERRACING EXPERIMENTS AT THE SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION 
EXPERIMENT STATIONS 

Comparison of the amount of soil moved by erosion from similar 
tenaced and unterraced areas on the soil and water conservation 
experiment stations of the · Soil Conservation Service indicates the 
effectiveness of control by terracinrr under various soil ·and climatic 
'conditions. It shoulJ be recogniz~d, however, that under the ex~ 
perimental technique that was used at the stations the two measure
ments at·e not precisely comparable. It is difficult to select even 
adjacent areas that are exactly the same in all respects. Before final 
conclusions can be developed it will be necessary to make some ad
justments in the experimental procedure and to secure data that 
covet: ~ longer period and also a larger variety of soil and climatic 
conchtiOns, crops, and cropping· practices. · 

The runoff measurements given in firrure 5 indicate surface run· 
off, and the soil-loss measurements fron~ the terrnced areas measure 
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terraced areas at Guthrie duriug 1031-32 resulted from iuulfequate outlet 
pr~)tection. 1 
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only the soil in runoff at the end of the terrace channel and do 
not account for soil lost as silt deposited in the terrace channels 
and gradually worked over the _ridg~ durin_g mainte?ance oper~tions. 
It is thought, however, that tins sol} loss IS small If proper. .. tillage, 
croppino-, and maintenance practices are followed. Some of the un
terrncea" experimental watersheds had completely or partly protected 
waterways which may have held some of the eroded soil from the · 
field. On others the gullying produced by unprotected or inade· 
quately protected waterways probably contributed to the higher 
soil-loss measurements secured from these areas. 

An analysis of the experimental information now available indi
cates that soil loss on the small, terraced areas has invariably been 
less than on the unterraced areas, except on the more pervious soil 
types. The greatest difference usually resulted when rains of high 
intensities occurred during critical crop periods. The experiments 
indicate that terracPs have been more valuable as conservers of soil 
than of rainfall. The rate of runoff from the terraced areas has 
usually been less than that from the the unterraced areas, but the total 
annuai runoff from the terraced areas has not been consistently less 
than that from the unterraced. It is believed that a more appreci
able and consistent reduction in both the amount and rate of runoff 
will be secured where level terraces can be used-and practically all 
of the rainfall can be retained where level terraces with closed ends 
are applicable. . 

The disturbance of the soil during terrace construction may tem
porarily reduce crop yields where the topsoil in comparatively shallow, 
but usually this loss will be compensated for within a few years after 
construction. With proper cropping and soil-improvement practices 
the yields on the terraced areas can invariably be increased until they 
are back to or above normal, whereas the yields on the unprotected area 
will usually continue to decline as additional fertility and topsoil is 
washed away year a;fter year. Observations also indicate that ter
races pay the greatest proportional returns when used as conservers 
of soil soon after it is first put into cultivation and the lowest returns 
wl1en used in an attemp.t to reclaim cultivated lands already stripped 
of the topsoil and disfigured with gullies. · 

I 

HYDRAULICS OF TERRACE DESIGN 

Rainfall coming at a high rate is likely to induce considerable sur
face runoff, which will-accumulate in depressions and flow ·down the 
slopes. WJ;le~ runoff attains a velocity of about 2, to 3 or. more fe:t 
per second It IS usually capable •of loosening and transportmg topsoil 
from unprotected fields. Velocities of even less than this frequently 
cause erosion on some of the finer clays and sands .. At the to)> of a 
slope the quantity of runoff is usually small and the movement slow
witho?t power to do much damage. But as the water flows down the 
slope Its volume and velocity increase, and it gains increasing momen-
tum and. power t<? tear away soil particles. . . 

Te~races must mtercept the surface runoff before it attains sufficient 
velocity to erode the soil to any important extent. They must carry 
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the surplus rainfall from the field at nonerosive velocities and deliver 
it to stabilized waterways. This is accomJ;>lished by placing a series 
of terraces across the slop~:!, the first one bemg located near enough to 
the drainage divide to intercept all the runoff from the contributing 
area above before it attains excessive erosive power or a volume that 
will exceed the capacity of the terrace channel. Each succeeding ter
race down the slope is located in a similar manner. The surface slope 
and the rate and velocity of runoff are therefore the first factors to be 
considered in the design of a terrace system. 

SURFACE SLOPE 

On long, steep slopes the velocity and erosive power of runoff are 
greater than on short, gentle slopes. Terraces are, in etl'ect, a nwans 
of decreasing erosion by making slopes shorter. If they are to serve 
this purpose most effectively, spacing of the terraces must vary ac
cording to the slope. That is, the steeper the slope the shorter must 
be the distance between terraces. Each terrace must intercept the 
runoff from above before its erosive power bas become great enough 
to carry away the soil. In designing a system of terraces, therefore, 
it is valuable to know bow great an increase in velocity and erosive 
power can be expected as the degree of slope increases. The full sig
nificance of slope in terrace design is not appreciated until its effect 
on the rate, the velocity, and the erosive power of runoff is realized. 
. For example, if the slope of a field is such as to produce a runoff 
velocity of 2 feet per second, theoretically that slope would have to be 
only,4 times as great to produce a runoff velocity of 4 feet per second. 
Yet at 4 feet per second the power of the water to erode or tear away 
soil is 4 times greater than it is at 2 feet per second. The carrying 
capacity of water bas an even greater proportionate increase. At 
4 feet per second the runoff water can carry almost 32 times the 
quantity of material of given size that it is capable of carrying at 2 

. feet per second. If the slope is increased sufficiently to produce a 
veloCity of 8 feet per second the erosive power would be increased 16 
times and the transporting power 1,024 times. 

Velocity increases not only with the steepness of slope, but with 
the length of slope. The speed with which. water flows downhill is 
not constant but mcreases at a certain rate until it reaches the maxi
mum velocity possible under the conditions on a particular fiel<l. 
The amount of runoff also increases as water travels down the slope 
owing to the increase in the contributing drainage area. This accu
mulation of water increases the velocity even more because as the 

. volume of runoff increases, the water tends gradually to concentrate 
in deep, narrow channels and so moves at a higher rate than it would 
if evenly spread over the surface of the field. 

These facts make it plain that much soil will be lost on steep un
protected slopes unless the flow of water down these slopes is checked. 
The velocity and the consequent erosive power of the runoff can be 
checked by decreasing the length of slope. A series of terraces across 
a field does just this, for the length of slope on a terraced field is only 
!IS great as the distance from terrace to terrace. 
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RATE OF RUNOFF 

In computing the required channel capacities, the rate q.t which 
runoff will be discharged from the watershed is more significnnt than 
the totnl amount dis(:hnrg<:>d from nny particular rain, unless it is 
planned to store or retain ·an of the excess rainfall on the watershed. 
The rate o£ runoff from a drainage area is inHuenced by rainfall 
characteristics all(l watershed characteristics. The rainfall charac
teristiC's are intensity, duration, and frequency. The watershed 
characteristics that influence the rate of runoff are configuration~ 
size and shape of the drainage area , degr~e and length of slopes, soi.l 
type, physical condition, and Vl'getal cover. The relative influence 
of these characteristics of rainfall and watersheds is discussed else-
where in this bulletin. 

OKL.A..-AL10 

FIGUUE 6.-0n~rtopiJ i ng, causPu by imprope1· dl.'sign, cons truction, or maintenauce 
- of terraces, damages both field and ter1·ace. 

Average 1·ates of runoff cannot be used as a safe basis for com4 

puting required channel capacities because the terrace would over
top and fail durinO' each storm that produced runoff rates higher 
.than the average. The maximum runoff rates for which the terrace 
spacing and channel capacity must be desiO'ned are likely to occur 
whe_n rains of high intensities fall on satu~ated or frozen soil and 
durmg periods when fields may be devoid of veO'etation. Charts are 
givet~ in. United S.tntes Dcpur~ment of Agric~lture Miscell.aneons 
Pubhcat10.n 204, Rnmf~ll Intensity-Frequency Data,~ ft·om wluch can 
~e d~termmed th~ 1.naxnmun rates of rainfall that are likely to occur 
m dttferent locahhes during })eriods of 2 5 10 25 and 100 vears. 
0 1. '1 . . ' ' ' ' ,} 

1'( man y a terrace 1s destgned to take care of runoff from rains of 
2 Out of print, but muy be consulted In libraries. 
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the maximum intensity that is likely to occur during a 5- to.10-y~nr 
period. Designing for runoff from rains of the maximum intensity 
likely to {)Ccur durmg a shorter period would result in frequent over
topping and consequent heavy repair costsi and designing for run
off from rains of an intensity that is not · ikely to occur more fre
quently than once in 15 or 25 years would involve excessive con
struction costs. It is conceded that during parts of the ye>tr when 
rates of runoff from fields are below average the full capacity of 
terraces designed for storm recurrence intervals of 5 to 10 years 
will probably not be utilized. However, terraces that cannot carry 
the higher rates of runoff will fail at the very time when they are 
most needed to retard soil loss (fig. 6). 

The capacity in cubic feet per second of any water channel is com
puted by multiplying the cross-sectional area in square feet by the 
computed channel velocity in feet per second. For example, a chan
nel with a depth of 2 feet, a width of 6 feet1 and a velocity of 11f2 
feet per second will carry 2X6X1lf2=18 cubic feet per second. In 
determining the size of channel to construct it is usually considered 
good practice to make it sli~;"htly larger than the computed require
ments because of the uncertamty of runoff values and the difficulty of 
maintaining exact field construction specifications through all periods 
of the year. 

VELOCITIES IN TERRACE CHANNELS 

Terrace channels of ample capacity must be constructed so as to 
·transport water at nonerosive. velocities; otherwise much soil may 
be carried from the channel with the runoff and serious gullyiug 
may develop. The velocity in a terrace channel increases not only 
as the slope of the channel increases, but as the average water depth 
(approximately the hydraulic radius) increases and as the surface 
re•istance (coefficient of roughness) decreases. 

Under field conditions the roughness of the channel surface is 
established by soil, tillagei- and crop conditions and cannot be varied 
for the purpose of control ing velocity. The velocity, therefore, can 
be controlled by adjusting only the gradient and the average depth 
of water in the channel. 

The. maximum channel gradient that can be satisfactorily used 
must be less than the minimum slope that produces sufficient channel 
scouring to injure the terrace. The average depth of flow can be 
adjusted and the capacity maintained by changing the shape of the 
cross section of the channel. If other factors remam constant, a nar
row, deep channel will produce a .higher velocity with greater ero
sive power than a wide, shallow channel because the average depth 
of flow is less in the shallow channel. .A. channel cross section that 
is wide in proportion to its depth not only retards velocities but also 
facilitates tillage operations over terraced fields. . 

From the standpoint of construction, a channel of uniform croRS 
section is desirable. In order that such a channel may take citre of 
the increasing amounts of water being intercepted, the ~·adient is 
increased along successive segments of the channel. .A. variable chan
nel graqient also gi<es more desirable flow characteristics because 
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the flatter grade in the upper reaches of the terrace tends to retard 
channel flow and so reduces the tendency for water to pile up in the 
lower portion of. th_e channel_. The final_gradient.will ~e limited by the 
maximum permtsstble veloctty above winch scourmg wtll result. Thus, 
by proportioning the channel area, shape, and slope, the necessary 
channel velocity and capacity can be secured. -

The recommended terrace specifications given under Planning the 
Terrace System ha\'e been developed from experimental and explora
tory data collected under actual field conditions. They will ordinarily 
be found to suffice if applied under conditions for which they are 
recommended. For the man inexperienced in engineering they form 
a safe basi' for terrace design and can generally be used without fur
ther computation. The exceptional conditions for which these speci
fications are not entirely adequate may require the computation of 
runoff from agricultural areas and the determination of theoretical 
channel velocities anrl capacities. Where problems of this type are 
encountered a competent engineer should be consulted. 

TYPES OF TERRACES 

During the period of evolution through 'which terracing has passed 
a wide variety of terrace types has been advocated. Always much 
care must be exercised in their selection, construction, and use. Years 
of experimenting and extensive field observations have revealed valu
able information relative to the different types of terraces and their 
application to exiRting conditions. . . 

The ultimate objective of all terraces is soil conservation. This 
objective is achieved by terraces that provide for the interception and 
diversion of surface runoff or the impounding of surface runoff for 
increased absorption. From a functional point of view terraces are 
classified as (1) interception and diversion types and (2) absorptipn 
types. · 

1''hen the construction characteristics are considered, it is found 
that a well-constructed channel somewhat below the original ground 
surface is the most dependable structure for intercepting and diverting 
runoff, whereas a ridge constructed well above, the original ground 
surface, with as little channel as possible, is the best structure for 
impounding runoff for increased absorption over a wide area above 
the ridge. From a construction point of view, therefore, it seelllS 
useful to classify terraces as (1) the channel type and (2) the ridge. 
type. Classification according to construction should include also a 
third type, the bench terrace, which is used on the steeper slopes. For 
the sake of brevity the terms "channel terrace," "ridge terrace," and 
"bench terrace" will be used in this bulletin when referring to the 
different types of terraces. · 

• In some sections of the country both absorption and diversion are 
important objectives of terracing, but there are large areas where 
diversion is of first importance and other areas where absorption is 
the principal requirement. 

Regions of moderate rainfall and favorable soil conditions will have · 
intermediate terrace requirements, and a dual-purpose terrace com
bining the desired features of both types can be used. Cross-~ectional 
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dimensionscof all terrace types will differ throughout the country 
accordin_g to the soil type, terrain; rainfall characteristics; and types 
,of machmer;r to be worked over tnem. But the fact that dimensions 
must be adJusted to meet local conditions does not invalidnte the 
classification of all terraces according to function. 

Figure 7 shows the cross-sectional difference between the channel 
~err~ce a!l~ the ridge_ terrace. Both. types a!-'e shown singly to assist 
m v1s~ahzmg the fimshed cross s~ctwns desired for each, and ':me is 
superimposed on the other to brmg out more clearly the vanation 
between the two terraces. 

~JUGINAL GROUND LINR 
4-PEIICENT SLOPE 

~--

CHANNEL TERRACE 
CGONITfiUOT£0 FfiOM UPP£11 SIDE) 

---

............... 

-,....---..:-:;~~~·· ~····~~~:-.::::~ -:.;;.;;.-I 
• . •••••••··~··•••• ... ~ ... RIDGE TERRACE 

-CHANNEL TERRACE 
-- ORIGINAL GROUND LINE 

F:IouBE 7.-Terrace cross sections after settlement and cultivation. 

CHANNEL TERRACES -

,__ 

The channel terrace acts primarily as a drainage channel to conduct 
excess rainfall from the fields at nonerosive velocities. Since low
>elocity surface drainage is required, the channel and not the ridge 
is of primary importance. A wide, relatively shallow channel of low 
gradient that has gentle side slopes and ample water capacity will 
give the most desirable results (fig. 8). The excavated earth is used 
to bring the lower side of the channel to a hei~ht suff!.cient to provide 
necessary capacity. A high ridge is not desirable since it seriously 
interferes with tillage operations, increases construction costs, aJlfl 
frequently requires for its for111ation a large part of the topsoil scraped 
from the field. In the channel terrace the ridge should be consideJ·ed 
as supplell\ental to the channel and should blend gradually into the 
surface slopes to affm;d a minimum of interference with machinery 
operations (fig. 9). , 

In general, the channel terrace is applicable to soils that are rela
tively impervious and to conditions in the Southeast the Middle 
Atlantic States, the Tennessee and Ohio Valleys and tJ10se parts pf 
the Mississippi Valley where there' is a reasonably good distribution 
of rainfall throughout the growing season. In these States the 
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FIGUHr; 8.-A channel t€'rmce in the Piedmont urea. It is important 
wide chauuel with ample capacity be provided. 

SC·O.U 

FIGt' RE 9.-This channel terrace bas been blend€'d Into the surfnce slopes and 
the. c~uumel catmclty mnintalned by proper plowing. The terrace will otie1· 
n llllUIIllum of lncouvenience to tillage operutious. 
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amounts and rates of rainfall are relatively high, and since the reten
tion of all the rainfall would be difficult and damagin(}' to (}'rowing 
crops, the surplus rainfall must be removed through surfuce d7·ainage·. 

RIDGE TERRACES 

Erosion control by the ridge terrace is accomplished indirectly by 
water conservation.- In order to increase absorption the terrace is 
constructed so as to flood collected runoff over as wide an area. as 
possible. If this is to be done most effectively the surface· slopes on 
which the terraces are built should be fairly flat, the ridg-e shonlll be 

KAN·m 

FlGUKE 10.-';fhe ridge terrace is used in the Great Pluins for erosion C'ontrol 
aud moisture couset·vatlon. It is impol'tant that the t•idJ.:e be high enough 
to spread the collected runoff over a wide at·ea and wide enough to allow 
satisfilctot·y operation of tillage equipment. 

of sufficient height to pond water over a relatively large surface, and 
the earth required for the ridge so excavated as to avoid concentration 
of runoff on a small area (fig. 10). 

The degree to which these conditions can be attained is limited by 
the construction methods that are necessary and the slope of the land. 
In this type of terrace the ridge is of greater importance than the 
excavated channel, which is more or less incidental to the construc
tion of the ridge. When maximum absorption is desired the terraces 
must be designed for ample storage capacity andJ)]aced on level grades 
with closed ends. As a factor of safet;v the en s are often left open 
so that excess rainfall can escape before the terrace overtops. In 
some areas the ends of the terraces are par·tly blocked depending on 
the necessity of safety outlets for excl:!ssive rainfalls not mcluded in 

s:l34 7o• -43- 3 
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the (l<·si«n frequency. If the impounded water from leYel terraces 
wonld r~~mlt in excessi,·e crop damage, a slight channel grade, par-
ticularly near the outlet, may be necessary. . . . 

The rid«e terraces nrc adaptable to areas of low prec1p1tation and 
to soil typ<>s that will absor·b the accumulated runoff fast enough 

NM·2758 

FIGURE 11.-Huuoff irupomHled h y level .terraces is needed for iuc1·eased pL"O
. dnction in the southern Great Plains during normally dry seasons. 

to prevent damage to growing crops. These areas are largely con
fined to absorptiYe soils and gentle slopes in the drought and wind
erosion areas of the Great Plams. ,The ridge terrace may also be used 
with considerable sucress on certain restricted areas of sandy soils and 
gentle slopes where the rainfall is heavier7 such as the sandy coastal 
plains of the Southeast. Thorough exammation of the soil absorp
tion and rainfall r ates should always be made before this type of 
terrace is used. A ridge terrace, on a Texas field, is shown in figure 11. 

BENCH TERRACES 

Terracing as now practiced in many foreign countries consists of 
build_ing relatively steep land into a series of level or nearly level st~ips 
r':lnmng a~ross the slope. The strips are separated by almost vert~cal 
n sers, winch are retamed by rock or a l1eavy growth. of vegetat.1on. 
Tl~i~ tyfe of t~nace is known as the bench terrace and exemplifies tl:.e 
ortgi_na meamng of the word "terrace." It is one of the oldest me
cha_mcal methods of erosion control, havinoo been used for many cen
tm·Ies. in thickly populated countries w11ere economic conditions 
necessttated the cultivation of steep slopes. The use of the bench 
terrae~ on steep _slopes not only retards erosion losses but also makes 
croppmg oper·atwns on these slopes easier. 
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Popttlation density and scarcity of fiat lands do not as yet demand 
extensive cultivation of excessively steep slopes in the United States . 

. Some cultivation of field crops on. steep, bench-te1:raced slopes hns 

. been practiced in sections of the Southeast for several generations 
(fig. 12), and the .continuation of this practfce may be necessary in 
hilly or mountainou.s. sections, In the highly productive citrus and 
avocado districts of southern Californi~ bench terraces have been used 
to a considerable extent on steep valley side slopes. In other States 
there are scattered examples of their use in connection with truck 
.farming or vineyard and orchard cultivation. Wherever the absence 
of ade.quate :Bat hinds or the special adaptability of particular slopes 
to high-income crops necessit~tes the cultivation of steep slopes the 
bench terrace will probably: continue to be used in the United States. 
Owing to its limited use the most desirable design and construction 
practices have not as yet been thoroughly investigated in this country, 
so this discussion of the bench terrace will . of necessity be limited to 
a brief review pf past practices and recommendations based thereon. 

. . 

GA· liOIOZ 

;Fl:GUBE 12.-Bench terra~es on a 20-percent slope In the South. Tbese bencbes 
have'been developed over a period oJ years by leaving the ridges In permanent 
v.egetation and allowing tbe soil to move down tbe slope between te1·races. 

. The ordinary--method of developing the bench terrace in the South
: ern States was to construct a senes of small ridges usuaJly at inter
valS· and grades selected according to the judgment of the surveyor. 
Some of the specifications used. compare favorably with our regtJ;lar 

·terrace recommendations, whereas others vary from them matenally. 
The ridges were not cultivated and .were allowed to_grow to bria~s, 
weeds, or grasses. They. were also frequently used as a, place to p1le 
rock and roots C<?lie~ted from the fields. Contour cultivation ~as .. 
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practiced on the interval between ridges. The upper side of the 
interval between ridges was lowered bJ7 erosion, and the soil retained 
by the ridges raised the lower side. In addition to this leveling of 

_the interval by erosion, the process was intentionally hastened by 
turning plow furrows downhill whenever possible during the regu
lar cultivation operations. Several years of alternate soil transpor
tation and deposition down the slope were usually sufficient to forri1 
a series of fairly level strips with steep, protected risers between. 
On some terraces the surface rmwff was allowed to flow over the 
terraces, whereas on others an attempt was made to maintain a ridge 
on the crest of the riser or a water ;furrow just above it so that 
runoff could be diverted from the field and discharged at the end of 
each terrace. 

Figure 13 shows a soil ·profile through a bench terrace after many 
years of formation and use. A study of this profile not only shows 
what happens to the soil during the leveling process, but also reveals 
some of the important soil aspects that must be considered in devel
oping satisfactory specifications for bench terracinl\'· Bench terrac
ing should be discouraged on soil strata subject to shding. The depth 
of topsoil,- the character and permeability of the subsoil, and the depth 
to the parent material are features that should be considered in ar
riving at the most satisfactory spacing specifications. If the spacing 
is too wide with respect to the depth of topsoil, and if the subsoil can
not be successfully cropped, too much unproductive soil will eventually 
be exposed over the surface and render the entire field useless for crops. 

Spacing specifications also vary with _surface slopes, type of equip
ment, and the tillage practices to be used on the land. The comple
tion of bench terraces during the initial construction operations does 
not seem practical, except possibly under special conditions, because 
of the extensive moving of earth involved. . Where this has been 
attempted in the past it has resulted in high construction costs and 
often has led to unfavorable cropping conditions owing to the abrupt 
disturbance and distribution of the soil. · 

Before the use ·of bench terraces in any area is considered, a 
thorough study should be made to determine whether there is justi
fication for cropping the· steep slopes that require this type of pro
tection. If suitable lands with flatter slopes are available or 1f a 
profitable return cannot be expected, cropping of the steeper slopes 
by the use of bench terraces should be discouraged. The constructiOn 
of bench terraces on flatter slopes that are suitable for the ridge or 
channel terrace should also be discouraged. 

PLANNING THE TERRACE SYSTEM 

GENERAL. CONSIDERATIONS 

Certain fundamental engineering principles are involved in de
signing and constructing terraces, but a h1gh degree of theoretical 
training is not so important as the facultJT of good judgment, com
bined with an agricultural background and a general understanding 
of the various phases and measures of erosion control. It will usu
ally be advisable for farmers who have not had training in ·the use 
of surveying equipment and in the planning of a termcing system to 
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have the surveying and planning don~ by an agricult~ral engfueer or 
someone who hns had the necessary training and experience. ~ 

In the preliminary planning, all necessary terracing for the entire · 
farm should be considered in order that terracing on any part ·of the 
farm may be fitted into the complete terrace system without difficulty 
or unnecessary expense. . The possibility o£ rearrangement of fields, 
fences, and roads to conform to good land-utj)ization and farm-man
agement policies should be kept in mind. Terracing_ is usually 
planned according to drainage units, that is, areas that can be satis
factorily handled through one outlet or system o£ outlets. - Such :fac
tors as ridges, drains, roads, large gullies, abrupt changes in slopes, 

5C-DIO~ 

FIGURE 14._;_A complete system- of terra~es discharging in to a meiulow . outlet. 
This water-disposal system provides a complete founda,tion .fo~; consel'Vatiop. 
farming that will increase and maintain crop yieldS; 

. property or fielcllines, and terrace lengths are some of the main de
terl!linants of· boundary or division ~neS between · te~racil}g- ~ni~s. 
AdJacent farms may often have fields m the· same dramage umt, m . 
which case a joint terracing system may be·used to advantage for both 
fields p·rovided a. satisfactpry ,agreement can be made between the two· 
landowners .for . joint constructio:Q. and maintenance_ o£ the terraces 
and outlets.~ 'ProtMted outlets or disposal areas must be provided to . 
carry the discharge from the terraces. (fig.· 14) ., · The concentrated 
flow: ~f watet: from terraces will cause excessive damage if permit~ed 
to d_lscharge .mto channels or depressions that have not been. prqtected 
agamst eros10n. . ·· 1 .. -
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When the field to be terraced receives any appreciable amount of 
runoff from an adjacent area it will be necessary to divert this run
off from the terrace system by some form of diversion or intercep
tion ditc~. If this is not done t?e added. runoff '_Vill p~obably cause 
overtoppmg of the first terrace It encounters, whiCh will ultimately 
lead to failure of each succeeding terrace down the slope. The diver
sion ditch must have ample capacity and nonerosive grades and must 
be protected from silting by erosion-control measures on the contribut-
ing drainage area. . • 

In making. estimates of rates of runoff for the I?Urpose. of deter
mining size of ditches, outlets, or weir openings m control struc-· 
ture~ some standard procedure applicable to the area under consid
eratiOn should be followed. The runoff curves and tables ·prepared 
by C. ·E. Ramser for small agricultural areas are as accurate as any 
available at the present time for eastern United States. Bamser's re
duction ratios of 0.60 for 1 acre, 0.70 for 10 acres, 0.75 for 30 acres, and 
0.90 for 100 acres can be applied for rates of runoff from graded
terrace areas, and an additional reduction of about 25 percent can be 
made in estimating runoff rates from level-terrace areas. It is gen
erally agreed that no reduction in runoff rate should be made for 
terraced areas larger than 100 acres. . 

TERRACE ·OUTLETS 

The first step in planning the terrace system is to select the locations 
· for the outlets or disposal areas. If protected areas. or stabilized 
channels are not available, they must be provided before the terraces 
are constructed. Adequate outlets can usually be provided by pro
tecting natural depressiOns with a cover of vegetation that will with
stand the force of water moving down them. In some cases con
struct.ed channels will be necessary because of the absence of natural 
outlets or because gullying or other erosion damage has made the 
use of natural locations impracticable. Constructed channels may 
be protected with ve~etation if suitable varieties can be established. 
H adaptable vegetatiOn is not sufficient for protection, mechanical 
structures will b~ necessary as a safeguard against erosion in the 
channel. 

Owing to the hydraulic problems involved in estimating the amount 
of runoff, in designing the channels, and in determining the ability 
of various types of vegetation to withstand expected velocity, assist
ance should be secure<! .from an engineer trained in the solution of 
such pr?blems before constructing channels for outlets. Farmers' 
Bulletin No. 1814, Terrace Outlets and Farm Drainageways, contains 
more detailed information on design and construction of outlets. 

In selecting the locatio11 for outlets the best use should be made of 
. the established watercourses on the field to be terraced. Draws and 
swales are the natural places for concentration and flow of water 
during the period· of runoff and should be used wherever feasible for 
either a natural outlet stabilized with vegetation or as a location for' 
a constructed channel. The disposal of water on other farms up or 
down slope may have a bearing on the selection of outlet locations. and 
for this reason the outlets must fit into the watershed-drainage pat'tern. 
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Vegetated outlets shoulq be prepar.ed one or two seasons ,in. ad
vance of terrace constructiOn dependmg on the length. of. trme re
quired to establish the necessary cove!· In no casf! should !e;races 
be constructed before outleta atre. UIIJa~lahle to recewe _th6 d~solwrge 
'(fig. 15). 

NEB~3 

FIGunE 15.~Rldges along the sides protect newly seeded meadow outlet. Terrnces 
will be const;ructed when the sod is well established; 

A veg-etated outlet may be any cnannel, depression, or area stabi
l~ed mth .vegetation sufficiently to permit safe disposal of terrace 
discharge. A few of the most common types are meadow outlets; deep 
.narrow draws, gullies, disposal areas, sod flumes; and constructe<;~. c 

channels. Many factors will influence the establishment and success 
of vegetated outlets~ Such ,factors as the availability of adaptable 
vegetation for protection must be determined locally,. other .£<tctors 
or priJ?ciples that sl1ould be observed gener~llv ~re c].iscussed in the 
followrng paragraphs. . . . . · · - . 

A meadow outlet is a relatively flat,' shallow S"\Vale that can-be pro
tected with adnJ;>table grasses or legumes ·in an area large enough to 
form an econonucal pastur~ or hay unit. The ·shape· of the cross sec.: 
tion must be such as to insure a wide shallow flow rather than a deep 
narrow stream whose v~locities would be destructive.- To prevent 
overflow and gullying along the edges, the vegetation should extend 
several feet beyond the edge of any expected flow of water• In order' 
·to maintain nonerosive velocities low gradients are required. Grades 
·of. less tharr 6 percent have usually proved s_atisfactory,. On erosive 
·smls, however,-a 6-percent grade may be too steep for safety. Al-
though a shallow wide cross section· 1s desirable; there must be su:f

. .ficient fall. from the terrace ends to the flow line o:f the outlet . to 
prevent silting either in . the channel or ip. the' ends of the te!'race .. 
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About 1-foot minimum fall is usually adequate for the narrow~r 
outlets, and a 1-foo~ fall in 50 feet of horizontal distance should 
be enough for wider outlets. 

Aideep narrow draw is a relative term, and only a fewf.rinciples 
can be cited that will be applicable to all conditions. I , as in a 
few draws, the ·shape of the cross section and the grade is com
plirable to that of a constructed channel, calculations should be made 
to determine the pt;obable velocity of flow and the suitable cover 
or structures required for protection. Where the cross sectionhgrade, 
and expected flow are favorable and adequate protection wit vege
tation is reasonably certain, a dense cover of the most resistant adapt
able vegetation should be installed." Special amounts of seed and 
fertilizer will usually be required, and protection from uncontrolled 
grazing and burning is necessary. Many narrow draws are com
pletely protected as a safeguard against damage. I£ the side of the 
draw is deep, it will be necessary to provide sod flumes or some other 
protection to carry the discharge from terraces into the outlet. 

Gullies ordinarily should not be used for terrace outlets unless suf
ficient grading work is done to provide a cross section that can be 
protected economically. In the Southeastern States however, ex
perience has shown that kudzu will usually provide adequate protec
tion for an: eroding gully event with the addition of water from a 
terrace system. Gullies and other outlets may have abrupt drops 
or·chutes in the flow line that cause turbulence and tend to accelerate 
cutting or· depositiop.. It may be necessary to protect such places 
by dams or flumes in order to msure adequate control throughout the 
length of the channel. 

Areas where terraces may be discharged without causing damage 
are referred to as disposal areas (fig. 16). Such locations should 
be used wherever they are available and adequate for the purpose. .A. 
good r,asture sod, well maintained, makes an ideal disposal area if 
the s01l is not too erosive for safe protection by the established sod. 
It is obvious that only permanent pastures should be used for outlets . 
.A. dense growth of woods· with sufficient undergrowth and ground 
litter may also serve as a disposal area on gentle to relatively steep 
slopes. Grazing or fires in wooded areas may make them unfit for 
use as disposal areas by destroying the litter and small growth. Other 
permanent areas of dense vegetation. may be used for disposal areas, 
such as meadows of perennial grasses and legumes. Rocky and grav
elly areas are used in a few places where there is no danger of causing 
erosion by discharging water onto them. In discharging the concen
trated flow from terraces into disposal areas care must be taken to 
spread the water so that it covers a wide area and thus reduce the 
probability of gullying or riiling. 

A flume protected by dense sod to carry water aown a steep bank 
is practicallle for small flows. The limiting factors are the depth and 
velocity of the water and the ability of the sod to withstand its force. . 
Sod flumes have been used successfully to carry water from individual 
terraces into outlets having steep banks. Their use is not recom
mended for discharge from several terraces or for hei~hts of more 
than 10 or 12 feet. The flume should be deeply recessed mto the bank 

53:1-li0"-43--4 
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. • OKLA·Bw.l 

FIGURE 16.-A terrace discharging onto pasture sod. The water sp1·eads as 'it. 
leaves the terrace channel, Much of it will be absorbed and stored in the · 
soil. · 

~ \ . ~ . • . · ' TEX-7CG7 

:soia~ 17 . ...:...C0nstructed terrace outlet stabilized with. Bermuda grass. Velocity 
- ot the water is 7lf.a cubic :feet per second. . · · 
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and sloped to as flat a grade as possible. A layer of good topsoil is 
necessary in many places to insure required growth, and the sod 
blocks or strips must be held in place by wire netting or-stakes until 
the roots are firmly established. 

Constructed or artificial channels may be protected with vegeta
tion if the expected water velocity is sufficiently low. The ability of 
different types of :vegetation to withstand water velocity varies 
widely. A dense turf of Bermuda grass has in numerous locations 
carried velocities of 8 to 10 feet per second without noticeable dam
age (fig. 17), and a well-rooted mat of kudzu vines will stand even 
h1gh velocities. Experience shows that bluegrass sod is limited. to 
velocities of 5 to 7 feet, and most other adaptable grasses to smne
what smaller velocities. Annual and perennial lespedezas have a 
relatively low value for channel protection, being limited to velocities 
of 3 or 4 feet per second. There are other grasses,. such as kikuya 
and centipede, adaptable only to special climates or soils that com- · 
pure favorably with Bermuda grass for channel protection. 

The best locations for artificial outlets include among other factors 
the least interference with tillage operations, favorable gradients, 
spacing so as to secure the most favorable length of terraces, and 
suitable conditions for establishing the required vegetative lining. 
If mechanical protection is to be used, a location to permit the short
est length of outlet may be desirable for economic reasons. Caution 
should be used in locatmg artificial outlets to assure compliance with 
State laws governing the disposition of surface water. State laws 
have regulations that should be understood before (1) d;verting from 
one watershed to another, thereby causing damage to lower lands; 
(2) improving a channel, natural or artificial, in such a way as to 
cause damage by increasing the rate of flow to other lands i (3) con
structing artifimal channels to collect surface water and cast 1t onto the 
lands of another. It has been held also that n landowner has no 
right by means of drains to and along a highway to cast surface 
water on his neigh~or's land on. its way to. a ravine which might 
have been reached directly from 'Ius own premises. 

LOCATING THE CHANNEL TERRACES 

The individual terraces on a field must be located so as to pro
vide the necessary control of surface water, make farming opera
tions as easy as ·possible, and perform satisfactorily with minimum 
maintenance req11irements. There are a few general principles appli
cable to most conditions that will assist in attaining these objectives. 
Experience on the part of those locating terraces will be required, 
however, if the best job is to be obtained. The capacity of the top 
terrace must not be_ overtaxed by runoff or the whole system will 
be endangered. This ·means that the top terrace must be placed at 
a point near the top of the slope where the drainage area above is 
no greater than the drainage area above anv -other- terrace of equal 
length. A trial location of the top terrace snoulrl first be made and 
location then moved uphill if it is necessary to intercept surface flow -
above critical areas or to place the terrace in better position with 
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respect to the c~nfigurntion of the field surface. If short abrupt 
chanrres in slope occur, terraces should be just above rather than on or 
at tl~ foot of them. Evidence of excessive erosion near the top of 
the field indicates that surface runoff has attained critical erosive 
velocities at that point and that the terrace should be above in order 
to intercept the flow. :Minor adjustments should also be made in the 
location of successive terraces on the field in accordance with these 
principles. Such adjustments should not exceed 15 to 20 percent of 
the applicable vertical interYal of the terraces. Sharp bends in the 
terrace retard the flow and cause silt deposits that may block the 
channel or interfere with cultivation of the field. Many bends may be 
smoothed out by adjusting the terrace location slightly. Occasionally 
a critical place in a field below the top terrace will necessitate locat
ing a terrace at that point first. The terraces above should be 
located accordin~ to the determined spacing, but the last terrace 
must be sufficiently near the upper limits of the slope to be safe from 
overtopping. 

A short terrace is much easier to maintain than a long one and 
requires less channel capacity. In order to decrease the length of 
dminage in one direction the terraces may be crested at points about 
midway between the outlets. The point of a ridll'e is an ideal loca
tion for the terrace crest and assures flow in both directions to the low 
points where outlets should be located. If possible, terraces should 
not be extended around the points of sharp ridges. If this must be 
done, the terraces should be strengthened at these points by increasing 
the height of the ridge and enlarging the channel. Likewise, ter
races should not be carried across depressions that collect considerable 
amounts of surface water, particularly if the terrace makes a sharp 
bend at this point. Although it is possible to enlarge the terrace 
sufficiently to carry the water that drains to such depressions safely, 
often the cost and labor involved will be excessive. Such places in 
n terrace require inspection and maintenance after each period of run
off owing to silt blocking the channel or excess water damaging the 
ridge. ' 

In planning terraces it should be kept in mind that farm roads must 
be proYided for access to all parts of the farm. Roads through a 
field should be located on the contour just below a terrace or on the 
ridges where the terraces are crested. Vegetated outlets should not be 
used for farm roads. It is evident. that farm vehicles will seriously 
damage if not destroy the turf in the channel bottom or create ruts 
that will be quickly enlarged by erosion unless expensive repair meas
ures are undertaken promptly. 

LOCATING THE RIDGE TERRACES 

Since level, ridge terraces are used to conserve moisture by im
pounding the water for increased absorption, there is usually limited 
need for outlets-and in many terrace systems they may be disrerrarded. 
On some steeper sl'?pes, however ridge terraces are used for the dual 

- purpo.se of conservmg water and controlling water erosion. In such 
cases It '!lay be necessary to discharge a considerable part of the run
oi;f .especmlly where high-intensity rainfall occurs. Under these con
ditiOns outlets may be required and the entire problem of locating 

. . 
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the individua,l terraces, of their sr,acing, and of the discharge into 
outlets is handled· in a manner sin:ular to· that described for the chan
nel terrace. 

On more nearly level slopes under the proper soil and climatic 
conditions these terraces will not re~uire outlets although there may 
be occasional brief periods when discharge will occur. On slopes 
of less than 3 percent with smooth uniform surfaces, the terrace srac
ing should be regulated so as to impound nil the runoff for the reqmreu 
intensity recurrence interval, usually the maximum rainfall intensity 
to be expected once in 10 years, and to provide for coverage by the 

IWI-zi'a 
FlaUBE 18.-Harvesting graln on u terrace, uslug a Iurge combine. . . 

impounding water over as much of the field as possible and for the 
least interference with tillage operations (fig. 18). In deciding on 
the best spacing to use it is necessary first to determine the effective 
height to which the terraces will be constructed. The effective height 
will be the elevation of the blocks 'in the ends of the terraces above 
the natural ground level, usually the height. of the blocks is from one
half to three-fourths the height of the terrace ridge. The capacity of 
the terrace will determine the maximum spacing. 

To make farming operations easier . on relatively flat uniform 
slopes, adjustments can. usually be made in the terrace locations so 
that sets of two or more terraces will be exactly parallel. This elimi
nates the necessity for point rows except between sets of parallel 
terraces; The· flat field surfaces lend themselves to considerable hori
zontal adjustment _in terrace locations without significant changes in 
the amount of cut. or fill required to build the ridges. In maldng 
such adjustments it is usually economical to prepare a topographical 
map of the field and make trial locations of the terrac.~s on the map 
before staking them out on the ground. . 

Excess water from above must be diverted by enlarging ihe tolf 
terrace .9r by other means to prevent damage to the teiTaces or the 
field. Where additional water is neede~ -for- ?rop growth a regulated 
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quantity from above is sometimes directed into a terraced field and 
allowed to flow· from one terrace interval to the next by openings in 
alternate ends of the terraces. Part of the water is utilized by ab_. 
sorption in each tet:ra~e interva!, and in .many dry;farme~ area's ~his 
will insure substantmlmcreases m crop y1elds. Th1s pract1ce reqmres 
specially designed terraces and controls in order to regulate the flow 
from above and should be done under the supervision of someone 
familiar with the p~incipals o~ hydraulics and experienced in calcula
ting rates of runoff m the locality. 

TERRACING AND SOIL TYPES 

Both terrace design and construction may be influenced to a con
siderable extent by the characteristics of the different soils. For 
example, the erodibility or permeability of a particular soil may 
modify the selection of the terrace spacing, grade, and cross-sectional 
dimensions, and the soil structure and its physic~! condition will h~ve 
a marked effect on construction features, such as SIZe and type of eqmp
ment, difficulty of construction, season of construction, and time and 
power required. The ease with which terraces can be constructed will 

· be directly affected by soil characteristics. On some soils terrace con
struction may even be impracticable owing to the unstable nature of 
the soil or the presence of rock or hardpan near the surface .. 

Knowledge of differences in erodibility and pe1:meability of the 
various soils tends to encourage, upon first thought, material changes 
in terrace specifications to compensate for such differences. A closer 
examination of the factors involved, however, indicates that ·any 
changes made must be held within close limits, or the safety of the en
tire terrace system may be endangered. Rainfall intensities are fre
quently so great that even the most pervious soils ca1mot absorb all 
the rain that falls. Storms of long duration usually produce a 
saturated or partially saturn ted soil condition, which will materially 
reduce infiltration rates and thus contribute a relatively high rate of 
runoff from a soil that under ordinary conditions would be very 
pervious. Once runoff is under way, some of the more permeable soils 
are very erodible. 

Since terraces muRt be built to withstand the unusual storms that 
may occur during the design period, it does not" seem advisable to 
deviate from standard ten·nce specifications on account of ordinary 
vai'iations in soil. 'Vhen there is a combination of favorable condi
tions, some variation from standard specifications may be made with
out endangering the safety of the terrace system. 

TERRACING AND CULTURAL PRACTICES 

Tillage Eq~ipment and Terrace Design 

. In the development of terracing specifications, consideration must be 
~ve!l to necessliry tillage-machinery operations. If the terrace spac

_,.rng ~s too close or the terrace slopes too steeply, the proper operation 
of h}Iage ma~hinery becomes impracticable. The minimum terrace · 
spacmg and s1de slopes th'!t permit practicable machinery ·operation 
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on a terraced field will vary in different re~ons according to the size 
of machinery that is customarily used for neld work. In the South. 
eastern States, where small equipment is used, narrower terraces and 
closer spacing can be used than in the Central and ·western States, 
where larger tillage equipment is ordinarily employed. . 
. Major adjustments in standard terrace designs to allow for better 
operation of tillage machinery cannot be justified because many of the 
initial difficulties encountered in operating machinery on terraced 
land can be overoome or greatly diminished by proper operation of the 
equipment. The operatiOn of tillage equipment on the contour or 
approximately parallel to the terraces not only reduces soil movement 
between terraces but also aids materially in terrace maintenance and 
eliminates many of the difficulties encountered in operating tillage 
machinery. Regulating the location or position at which the various 
implements operate over th.e terraces also eliminates certain of these 
difficulties. 

Cropping Practices and Terrace Design 

The development of terracing specifications at the soil and water 
conservation experiment .stations has been larll'ely in conjunction with 
contour cultivation and soil-improving rotatiOns that include a high 
percentage of clean-cultivated crops (corn and cotton). Outside the 
experiment stations th~ expansion of rotations to include winter cover 
crops·and more small-grain or forage crops, which are generally con
sidered more resistant to erosion, and the practice of using strip. 
cropping with terracing have introduced a temptation fo disregard 
the terracing practice established at the stations and to deviate mate
rially from conventional terrace design. It is assumed that the 
changed cropping practices will reduce the runoff and erosion suffi-· 
ciently to justify a large increase in terrace spacing or a reduction .in 
channel capacity. This tendency to depart from ~tandarq specifica
tions is greatest in areas wi1ere terracing is new and experience lack
ing. Departure from established practice under the most favorable 
conditions and within certain limits may_ be justified because well
established, close-growing crops provide considerable protection 
against surface runoff. Experimentation and field ob"ervations indi
cate, however, that any such deviation from standard recommenda
tions must be held within comparatively narrow limits and made only 
after full consideration of its effect on ero"ion and runoff during 
storms that produce maximum rates of runoff. The more complete 
protection that is provided by permanent grass covers must not be 
confused with the partial protection that is provided when annual 
farm crops are grown either in rotations or alternated in strips across 
the slope. · - , . 

In order to determine what alteration a particular cropping prac
tice .will permit in terrace-desiWI specifications it is necessary to con
sider the protection it will afford during a complete rotation and 

- rainfall cycle. The degree to which the crop protects. the soil during 
adverse ~easons and the stall"e of C!OP growth during se!lsons of _in-. 
tense ramfalls are of particular Importance. A certam croppmg 

· system mny materially reduce annual or average runoff nnd Roil 
loss, but if comparable reductions cannot be assured during the ruins 
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of hiuher intensities, which are used as a basis in establishing terrace 
specillcatimi~, it would be unsafe to make material changes jn the 

'terrace design te allow for this reduction. · 
Runoff data from the soil and water conservation experiment 

stations indicate that fields with clean-cultivated crops experience 
moderately high runoff rates more frequently t~1an do fields with close
wowing crops and that the average annual sml loss from the fm:mer 
is usually much higher than from the latter. A study of these rec
ords, however, indicates that rates of runoff from close-growing 
crops are not of like degree during all storms that produce the higher 
rat~s of runoff. If these storms occur at a critical crop period the 
rate of runoff and soil movement may be comparatively high. . l' 

The primary purpose of using good cropping practices on terraced 
land is to improve the soil fertility, reduce the annual soil movements 
between terraces, and minimize terrace maintenance rather than to 
permit major adjustments in terrace specifications. 

TERRACE SPECIFICATIONS 

The previous discussion of slopes, rainfall and runoff rates, soil 
chara~teristics, vegetal cover, tillage, and cropping practices as re
lated to terrace design gives some appreciation of the many factors 
involved in establishing terracing specifications and the relative im
portance of each for any particular area. lt has not been found prac- · 
ticable to assign definite values to each of these variables and to treat 
·each as a separate item in determining final terrace specifications . 
. For such a procedure the problem is too complex and the variables too 
indefinite. Standard specifications can be established by using actual 
field and experimental data on terracing in a certain area as a guide 
for terrace design in similar areas. Some deviation from standard 
specifications may be made to provide for the exceptional areaS where 
favorable or unfavorable cond1tions may arise that have not definitely 
been provided fm.· in the standard specifications. In establishing 
standard specifications every effort has been made to provide a ter
racing system that will give the most satisfactory erosion control and 
adequate surface drainage as well as offer a minimum of obstructions 
to efficient tillage operations. 

LIMITING LAND SLOPES 

On slopes above 10 to 12 percent, it is difficult to build and maintain 
terra~es that have adequate capacity and can be :farmed with modern 
machm~ry. These steeper slopes are ordinarily not recommend~d for 
prod?-~twn of t~e !!lore common .cu~tivated crops except in areas where 
cond1t10ns reqmre 1t. In the maJOrlty of agricultural areas the channel 
terrace is applicable to the slopes that, under a good land use program, 
nre generally considered suitable :for th'l production· of cUltivated 
crops. 

The upper limit of land slopes on which the ridge terrace can be 
··used most effectively for water conservation. is, ·in general, about 3 
percent. 'Where this terrace is used on lands having greater slopes the 
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actual area ponded is too small to conserve much moisture unless the 
terrac!J ridge is built unreasonably high. If it is impracticable to,. 
secure the. d~sired storage ca:pacity, a modified form of the ridge ter
race, providmg for some dramage, may be used on slopes up to 10 or 
12 percent. . 

Where it is necessary to use slopes above 12 percent for orchards and 
the.Pro~uctiol!- of farm .crops, the bench terrace may be applied, if ter• 
racmg IS reqmred. This type of terrace may be ad·apted to 25- to 30-
percent slopes. 

SPACINGS 

~. I!f the Northern States, where the ground is not subject to erosion 
durmg the several months of the year when it is frozen and where 
crop rotations usually include few row crops and more of the erosion
resistant forage or small-~Jrain crops, terrace intervals may be slis-htly 
~reater than is permissible in the Southern States. The ramfall 
mtensities also are generally lower in the Northern States. It is ap
parent, therefore, that terrace-spacing recommendations for the North
ern States should differ from those for the Southern States. 

As a ~·esult of field observations and terrace-spacing studies on 
the soil- tmd water-conservation experiment stations,• C. E. Ramser 
established some general terrace-spacing recommendations for the 
Southern and Northern States. The terrace spacings given in tabu
lated form in table 1 and in graphic form m figure 19 are based 
on these recommendations. The minimum and maximum values vary 
from the average by 15 percent. If exceptionally good cropping 
practices, erosion-resistant soil, and low rainfall intensities are char
acteristic of the area to be terraced, the terrace spacing might be 
increased as much as 15 percent with reasonable safety. But if the 
rotations include a relatively hig;h percentage of row crops, if the 
soils are erodible, and if the ramfall intensities are high, terrace 
spacing should probably be decreased as much as 15 percent. With 
intermediate combinations of favorable or unfavorable factors, cor
responding intermediate increases or reductions should be made in 
the spacing. It will often be found that a favorable factor is offset 
by an unfavorable one, and in such instances any deviation from 
recommended average spacings cannot be justified. For example, 
the value of a good erosion-resistant rotation may be offset by a very 
erodible soil or by high rainfall intensities so that the combined results 
are about the same as though all factors were average. 

Besides the recommended vertical interval between terraces on vari
ous slopes, table 1 gives the corresponding horizontal distance between 

_terraces, the acreage of each terrace inte!-'val per mile or per 100 fe~t 
of terrace, and the feet of terrace reqmred per acre of land. This 
information enablesthe reader to estimate readily the number of acres 
of land that a given length of terrace will serve, or the amount of ter
racing that will be necessary for a given acreage of land. 

Convenient thumb rules that give the approximate vertical interval 
recommended for average conditions in the Northern and Southern 

· 3 At the time these studies were made these stations were known as erosion experiment 
stations. , 
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States have been developed. In the Southern Stntes the npproximnte 
vertical interval in feet cnn be determined by dividing the slope by 
4 and adding 2 to the resultant quotient, V I =2+ Sj4.- The vertical 
interval in feet recommended for Northern States can be determined 
by dividing the slope by 3 and adding 2 to the resultnnt quotient, 
V 1=2+Sj3. For example, the avernge vertical interval in feet 
recommended for terraces in the Northern States on a 6-percent slope 
is 6/3+2=2+2=4. 

Many terraces will be laid out by terrace surveyors nnd farmers 
who prefer to use a chart rather than a table for determining the re
quired vertical interval, horizontal spacing, and miles of terracing 
for various slopes and acreages. For their convenience fi~ure 19 has 
been prepared. It is essentially a graphic presentation or the infor
mation given in table 1. The chart can be used very ensily when one 
understands what the different lines and scales represent. 

The 14 sloping strnight lines on the chart represent land slopes. 
These lines intersect the heavy curved lines at points that give recom
mended--spacings for terraces on slopes represented by the lines. The 
upper heavy line is for average field conditions in the Northern States, 
the lower for average field conditions in the Southern States. Ap
proximately parallel to each of the heavy curved lines are two dotted 
lines that indicate the maximum and mimmum spacings recommended. 
The line above the heavy curve represents the upper limit, and that 
below, the lower limit. The vertical scale on the left gives the vertical 
interval in feet, and the horizontal scales at the bottom give corre
sponding horizontal distance between terraces, acres per mile or per 
100 feet of terrace, and feet of terrace required per acre. 

To illustrate the use of the chart, suppose a 3-percent slope is to be 
terraced in the Northern States, and suppose the field conditions are 
a bout average. To find the spacing desired, follow the 3-percent 
slope line to the point where it intersects the heavy curved lme for 
the Northern States. From this point trace a line to the vertical
interval scale on the left. The number on the scale at that point 
gives the vertical interval as 3 feet. To find the corresponding hori
zontal spacing and the miles or feet of terrace required per acre on 
the 3-percent slope, draw a perpendicular line downward from the 
point where the- slope line intersects the heavy line. Readings at 
points where this line cuts the four scales at the bottom of the chart 
give a horizontal distance between terraces of approximately 100 feet, 
12.0 acres per mile or 0.2 acre per 100 feet of terrace, and 436 feet 
of terrace for each acre of land. 

If favorable field conditions justify the use of the maximum spac
ings recommended,- the 3-percent slope line is followed to the point 
where it intersects the upper dotted line. The vertical interval for 
this point is about 3.5 feet, the horizontal distance is about 115 feet, 
the approximate acres per mile or per 100 feet of terrace is 13.9 and 
0.26 respectively, and about 379 feet of terrace will be required for 
each acre to be terraced. ' 

It is also possibl(l to read from the chart specifications for points 
that lie anywhere between the maximum and minimum lines. -If 
perpendicular lines are dropped from the points where the 3-percent 
line interse~ts the maximum and minimum lines for Northern States, 



TABLE I.-Recommended terrace spacings • and relm,;d data for channel i.rraces 

Southern Stntos-V I-2+S!4 

l 
Vertical interval (V n k Hori.tontal dlst.anoe Acros per mile or tcrraoe_l 

Percent slopo (S) 
Mint- Marl• Mini· Maxi· Mean Mean Mini· Mean Maxi-
IDUlQ. 1 mum I mum' mum' mum• mum I 

Fed fed Fed Fut Fed Fed Atrt~ Acru Acru 
1, ••••••••••••••••••• 1. 70 2. 00 . 2.30 170.00 200.00 230.00 20.60 24.24 27.88 
2 •••••••••••••••••••• -2,12 .. 2. 50 2. 87 106.25 12.5.00 143. 75 12.88 15. 15 17. 42 
8 •••••••••••••••••.•• 2.34 2. 75 3. 16 77.02 9l. 67 105. 42 9.44 11. 11 12.78 
'--~·-·········"····· 2.65 3.00 3.46 63.76 75.00 86.26 7. 73 0.09 10.45 

&.. •• '··········-··· 2. 76 3. 2.1 3. 74 51i.25 65.00 74.76 G. 70 7. 88 9. 06 
& •••••••••••••••••••• 2.07 3. 50 4.02 40 .• ')8 58.33 67.08 6. ot 7. 07 8.13 
7 •••••••••••••••••••• 3.19 3. 75 4.31 45.53 53.57 61.61 5.52 6.49 7.47 

·········'··········· 3.40 . 4.00 4.60 42.50 50.00 57.50 5.15 6.06 6.97 

9 •••••• , ••••••••••••• 3.61 4. 2.1 4.89 40.14 47.22 54.31 •. 86 5. 72 6.68 
10 •• ----- ___ .. -------- 3.82 4.50 5. 17 38.25 45.00 51. 75 4. 64 5. 45 6. 27 
11 ••••••••••••••••••• . 4.1}1, 4. 75 5.46 36.70 43. 18 49.06 4.15 5. 23 6.02 
12. •••••••••••••••••• 4.2.1 5.00 5.75 35.42 41.67 47.02 4.29 .... .... . 

' 

Northern States-V Jm;o2+.Sf3 . 

1 .•••••••••••••••.••• I. 70 2:00 2.30 170.00 200.00 
2 •••••••••••••••••••• 2.27 2.67 3.07 113. 47 133.50 
! .................... 2.55 3.00 3. 45 85. ()()' 100.00 
L .................. 2.63 3.33 3.63 70.76 63.2.1 

II.-.---•• -------.:.-- 3.12 1.!.67 4.22 62.39 73.40 
& •••••••••••••••••••• - 3.40 \ 4.00 4.60 56.67 66.67 
7 •••••••••••••••••••• 3.68 ... •. 33 4.98 '52. 58 61.86 
8 •••••••••••••••••••• 3.97 4.67 5.37 49.62 68.38 

9 ............. , ...... 4. 2.1 6.00 5. 75 47.22 55.56 10 ••• : _______ ,. _______ 4.53 6.33 6.13 45.30 53.30 
lL. ------ .••• :.. •..•.. 4.82 5.67 6.52 43.81 51. 55 
12 ••••••••••••••••••• 5.10 . 6.00 6.96 42.60 . 

'60.00 

. 
t The soocl.np:s arc based on recommendations or 0. E. Ramser. 
t Inclados only the interval above each terrace; 

230.00 
153.52 
ll5. 00 
95.74 

84.41 
76.67 
71. 14 
67.13 

63.89 
61. 29 
59.28 
57.50 

I The min~um Js 15 percent below tho mean, ,and the lllU.imum 15 percent above. 

20.60 "'·"' 27.87 
13.75 16. 18 18. 61 
10.30 12.12 13. 04 
8.68 10.09 11.60 

7.66 8.90 10.23 
6.87 8.06 9. 29 
6. 37 7. 60 8. 62 
6.01 7.08 8.14 

5.72 6.73 7. 74 
5.49 6. 46 7.43 
·s. 31 6. 25 7.18 
5o15 6.06 6. 97 

Acres per 100 foot or terrace ' 

Mini· Mean Maxi· 
mum~ mum a 

ACT .. ACTt.! ACTU 
0.300 0.459 0. 528 
.21-1 .287 .330 
.170 .210 .242 
.160 .172 .198 

' .127 • 149 .172 
.114 .134 .IM 
,lO.'i .123 .141 
.098 .116 .132 

.092 .106 .12.1 

.oss • 103 .119 

.034 .000 .114 
. .081 .096 .no 

0.300 0.459 0.528 
.280 .306 .352 
.195 .230 .264 
.162 .191 .220 

.143 .168 .194 

. 130 . 153 .176 

.121 . 142 .163 

.114 .134 .IM 

.106 .128 .147 

.104 • 122 .141 
.• 101 • 118 .136 .... .115 .132 

Foot or terrace per aero 1 

Mini- Mean mum• 

Ftd Ful 
256. 23 217.80 
409.98 348.48 
559. 03 475.18 
683.20 680.80 

788.42 670.15 
878.58 7-16. 1D 
056.73 813.14 

1, 024.04 871.20 

1, 085.20 022.49 
1,138. 82 968.00 
1,186. 92 I, OOS. 80 
1, 229.81 1,1US. 36 

2.16. 23 217.80 
383. 89 326. 29 
512. 47 43.'1.60 
615.60 523.24 

698. 19 593.46 
768.66 653. 37 
828. 45 704. 17 
877,87 746. 15 

922.49 784.02 
961. 59 817.26 
994.29 845.00 

1, 024.94 871.20 

Maxi· 
mum' 

Fed 
189.39 
3o.1.03 
417. 16 
605.00 

582. 74 
IHO. 37 
707.03 
757.56 

802.06 
841. 74 
8n.ta 
900.01 

UI1J.39 
283. 74 
378. 78 
454.98 

516.05 
568. 15 
612. 31 
1148.89 

881. 
710.7 

80 
2 
2 734.8 

7sz.56 
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these lines will intersect the horizontal scale of distances between 
terraces at about 115 and 85 respectively.. This means that a varia
tion of as much as 30 feet is allowed to take care of the variation 
in soil and cropping conditions on 3-percent slorws. TheJ)erson who 
plans the terrace system must judge whether field con itions will 
allow spacings above or below the average and how mnch above or 
below. He can then follow the 3-percent slope line down to that 
point between the maximum and minimum lines that he believes 
represents the conditions of the particular field that is being terraced, 

-and select the corresponding specifications from the proper scales. 
The chart could also be used readily to determine terrace spacings 

on slopes that lie between those inclnded in the table. Approximate 
readings for a 3lfl-percent slope, for example, can be easily made by 
following a slope line midway between the 3-percent and the 4-percent 
lines to the points where it intersects the curved lines. Such refine
ment, however, is usually not necessary in ordinary terracing work. 

The spacings given in table 1 and shown graphically in figure 19 
are primarily for the channel terrace. \\'hen the ridge terrace is 
used, the spacings given for Northern States are generally recom
mended. Since this type of terrace has not been used in experimental 
work as much as the graded or channel terrace, spacing specifications 
have not been so completely developed for it as for the latter. Prac
tically the same spacings will generally apply for both types because 
any material increase in the terrace interval for the level terrace would 
ordinarily l?ermit more erosion on the slopes between terraces and 
give less uniform water distribution. The ideal spacing for the ridge 
terrace would seem to be that which would give the most uniform 
moisture distribution and minimum soil movement between terraces 
as well as the least interference with tillage practices and a low con
struction cost. The water-storage capacity of a level terrace with 
closed ends is an important and often a limiting factor in determining 
spacings. It should be sufficient to take care of the maximum runoff 
accumulation that can be expected from the contributing drainage 
area during the design period. This runoff may be as high as 4 or 5 
inches in the semiarid regions and 7 or 8 inches in the more humid 
areas. 

On fairly 'uniform slopes the average slope of the area can be used 
in computing the vertical interval for the terraces. If the slopes vary 
considerably the weighted average of all the slopes that a terrace is to 
cross should be used in computing the vertical terrace interval for each 
terrace. On some fields it miglit be advisable to reduce or increase 
the indicated interval slightly for certain terraces in the system in 
order to place them advantageously. It may also be necessary to make 
adjustments between terrace intervals in order to ~et proper aline
ment of terraces at the outlet ditch. In order to secure these features 
it is usually more desirable to decrease the spacings somewhat. 

GRADES 

Since experimental results show that both the rate of surface runoff 
and the soil loss in runoff increase with steeper terrace grades, the 
minimum grade that will provide satisfactory drainage is desirable 
for the chmmel terrace. AS a variable grade retards the rate of run-
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oft' and provide;; drnin_age in a more satisfactory manner th;m the 
uniform grade, Its use IS g~nernlly preferable for terraces more than 
300 feet in length. 

In determining the final grade, the total length of the terrace should 
be estimated and a variable grade established that increases toward 
the outlet by regular increments. The grade is commonly changed 
every 300 to 500 feet. Wherever convenient, it is usually desirable to 
brenk grades at critical points such as gullies, fills, or low spots. 
Maximum grades of over 4 inches per 100 feet of length are seldom 
advisable since steeper channel grades usually allow excessive amounts' 
of soil to be washed from the terrace channel. A possible exception 
may be found in areas with heavy clay soils or where relativel:y high 
rates of runoff are encountered. Uncler either of these conditiOns, a 
fall of as much as 5 inches per 100 feet of length for the last segment 
of a 1,600- or 1,800-foot terrace may be advisable. 

The ridge terrace is ordinarily built with a .level grade. Wherever 
some drainage is desired either one or both ends of the terrace can be 
left open or even a slight grade provided if necessary. 

LENGTHS 

In general, 1,200 to 1,600 feet is the maximum distance that .a terrace 
should drain water in one direction. On gullied land a length of 1,200 
feet should seldom be exceeded. When a few terraces in a system must 
exceed the maximum lengths recommended they are handled most 
satisfactorily by draining the excess length to a convenient natural 
or vegetated outlet in the direction opposite to the outlet for the main 
part of the terrace. Or the entire terrace may be drained in one direc
tion, if the channel cross section is increased toward the lower end to 
provide additional capacity. · 

The maximum length of the ridge terrace, particularly when both 
ends are left open or when a slight grade is used toward the outlet, 
should not exceed that recommended for the channel type. This 
would mean that a maximum total length of 2,400 to 3,200 feet might 
be used for a level terrace if necessary. If closed ends are used, occa
sional blockin!J of the terrace channel provides a margin of safety 
against excessive water concentration should breaks occur at any 
point, and if this practice is followed there appears to be no need for 
restrictions in permissible terrace lengths. 

CROSS SECTIONS 

The three main requirements of satisfactory t~rrace cross sections 
are: (1) Ample channel capacity; (2) channel and ridge side slopes 
flat enough to permit the operation of farm machinery along the 
terrace without undue breaking down of the terrace or hindrance to 
tillage operations; and (3) economical cost of terrace construction. 

The customary cross sectwns fot both the channel and ridge terraces 
are shown in figure 'T. The channel terrace provides channel capacity 

.. primarily by means of a graded, excavated waterway; the ridge terrace 
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obtains its capacity by means of a rid~e that floods the excess rainfall 
o\'er a wide area. The water depth or a s~ttled terrace of either type 
-should be from 1;3 to 22 inches, and the minimum water cross-sectional 
area of the channel should seldom be less than 8 to 10 square feet. 
Larger cross-sectional water areas are usually necessary for the ridge 
terrace. Long terraces should have a cross-sectional area greater than 
8 to 10 square feet toward the lower end because there will be a greater 
accumulation of water in the lower reaches of the terrace. 

The side slopes of the channel or ridge should seldom be steeper 
than 4: 1, and 5: 1 is preferable. Steeper side slopes may be permis
sible in the Southeastern States, where small equipment is generally 
used, but the flatter side slopes are necessary where larger machinery 
is used. The total width of terraces may vary from 15 to 40 feet, 
depending on the land slopes and the type of machinery to be 
provided for. 

TERRACE STAKING; REALINEMENT, AND MARKING 

After the preliminary plan for the terrace and outlet system has 
been decided upon and the final terrace spacing and grades selected, 
the staking of the terrace system can be. begun. The person doing 
the field staking must understand the use of a level nnd how to deter
mine grades, elevations, slopes, and vertical intervals. He must also 
have had sufficient experience in terrace construction to know how 
far it is practical to deviate from the true grade lines in the final 
. realinement of terrace stakes. 

PRELIMINARY STAKING 

The upper terrace is staked first, the drainage divide bein"' used 
as a starting point from which to measure the vertical interval for the 
first terrace. An exception to this rule may be made if it is desired 
to have a definite location for some particular terrace in the system. 
This terrace would then be located first, and a sufficient number of 
terraces staked between it and the drainage divide to insure that the 
maximum vertical interval for any one terrace would not be exceeded 
and any reduction necessary in the spacing of terraces could be divided 
proportionately. After the upper terrace is staked, each of the suc-
ceeding terraces is staked in turn. · 

In order to get proper alinement of terraces at the outlet ditch 
it will usually be found most convenient to start staking at the outlet 
end of the terrace. The selected terrace-channel grades can then be 
used to locate all other stakes from there to the other end of the ter
race. . If the outlet ditch has terraces emptying into it from one side 
only, there is no particular advantage in starting to stake a terrace 
from the outlet end. Stakes should be set at 50-foot intervals except 
on curves and through draws, where a 25-foot spacing should be used. 
It is customary and usually most convenient to have the stakes indi
cate the location of the center line of the ultimate terrace ridge. 
There is not, however, any objection to setting the stakes so ihat they-
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indicate the center line of the channel or a line midway between the 
ridge and channel if the peld surveyor prefers to follow either of 
these practices. It is not always possible to secure the most satis
factory terrace lay-out in the first attempt. After a few lines have 
been staked, topographical features will sometimes be encountered 
that will favor changes in terrace lines. If such changes are exten
sive it is usually best to pull up all stakes set and start over again. 
Even experienced engineers cannot always select the most desirable 
starting point without first setting a few preliminary stakes and then 
making such readjustments as seem desirable. 

REALINEMENT OF TERRACE LINES 

After the terrace lines h.ave been staked some realinement is usually 
necessary on each proposed terrace in order to eliminate undesirable 
sharp curves, to obtain greater ease of construction, and to secure a 

o-... 
FlGURE 20.-Renlining the terrace line by straightening shat·p curves through 

depressions and over ridges facilitates both terrace construction and tillage 
operattons. 

finished terrace that will offer a minimum of inconvenience in later 
tillage operations. · 

The realinement needed will vary with the relief of the field but 
will usually consist of moving certain stakes up or down the slope 
where there are sharp curves in terrace lines until the most desirable 
terrace line is secured. The general procedure is illustrated in figure 
20. Good field judgment must be exercised in order to secure the most 
satisfactory realinement of terraces. . 

The movement of terrace lines up and down slopes will of necessity 
be restricted by the draina~e and construction features encountered. 
Usually the straightening should be limited in upward movement so 
that not more than 6-inch additional cuts will be necessary in the ter
race l'lumnel. An exception might be made when a wide, sweeping 
bow can ·-be eliminated by a slightly deeper cut, provided the other 
terraces of the system wfll follow uniformly. The straightening of 

- . 
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'terraces through depressions should not be such as will introduce exces
sive ridge heights and pond areas. Usually the maximum ridge 
height should not exceed 3 feet. If a gully has formed, the settled 
hei~ht of the terrace ridge above the brenk or fill in the gully should 
selaom exceed 3 feet. 

MARKING TERRACE LINES 

If a final check of the terrace and outlet locutions shows that the 
entire lay-out will be satisfactory, the terrace lines should be marked 
with a plow furrow since stakes are easily lost and more difficult to 
follow with the larger terracing equipment. 

TERRACE CONSTRUCTION 

Terraces may be constructed with li~ht equipment adapted to the 
power available oi1 the farm whether 1t be horses or mules or tr:IC· 
tors, or they may be built with heavier, more expensive equipment 
specially designed for terracino-. The cost on the one hand will be 
labor and time with little. cash outlax, and on the other the cash 
outlay will be greater with a corresponding saving in time and labor. 
'Vhere needed, terraces are worth the effort or money required to 
build them by either method, provided a good job is done. A terrace 
half finished or not completed across low places may do more harm 
than good; insufficient channel capacity will invite overtopping and 
failure; a narrow ridge will prevent the best use of tilla~e equip
ment and may contribute to mefficient use of the field. uood ter
race construction requires a knowledge of the best procedure to use 
with the equipment selected. Much time and effort will be saved 
if the- operator has a thorough understanding of the best way to use 
the machine that is available to him for terrace construction. 

EQUIPMENT 

Within the past 10 years there has been considerable development 
in tl1e methods of terrace construction because the recent increase in 
terracing activities has directed attention to construction phases and 
the improvement and development of terracing equipment. Many 
efficient terracing machines have been developed, such as the tractor
drawn two-wheeled blade grader, the motor-operated road mnin
tainers, the elevating graders specially designed for terracing, and 
the rotary-type terracer (figs. 21 and 22). All these are eflicient 
machines when used under proper conditions; however, owing to 
their relatively high initial costt they are usually available to farmers 
on only a rental or a contract oasis that requires an outlay of cash. 
If such equipment is not avnilnble or if the cost of its use is prohibi
tive, consideration should be given to the use of farm implements 
for terrace construction. A number of farm implements are adapt
able for such work, and, although more labor is usually necessary to 
coml?lete a first-class terraceivery little, if any, cash outlay will be· 
reqmred (figs. 23 and 24). n some parts of the country there is a 
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~B · 

F:Iount 21.-The rotary-type terracer developed by "the Agricultural Engineer-
. · ing Department of Iowa State College. · 

~8 

FloUR£ 22.-..:.The elevating-~ader · terracer de:vetoped. _.by· the ·Agriculhiral 
Engineering ~epartmeJ?.t of ~e "£!Iiiversity of Missouri, · 
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. sc-m 
F!GUIIE 23 . ..:.._Partly constructed ridge tert·iu~es in tbe Great Plains, where slopes 

nre relatively flat and uniform. 

FIGURI!l 24.-Terrace construction wltll a plow and V~rag._ It":i'equlres 'ton· 
siderable work to construct satisfactory terraces wlth this type ot equipment. 
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. FiGURE 25.-Terracing: With a light blade and farm tractor • . 
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surplus of labor on many farms during the late fall, winter, and 
early spring seasons that can be used to advantage in constructing 
terraces with farm equipment. Horse- or tractor-drawn light blades 
(fig. 25), tractor-drawn moldboard plows, one-way disks, and disk 
attachments for tractors, slip scrapers (fig._ 26), and fresnos have all 
proved practicable for terrace construction. On heavy soils the two
bottom tractor-drawn moldboard plow has proved to be very effective 
for terracing, and on light sandy soils the slip scraper has been used 
extensively. · . 

CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE 

In terracing a field the uppermost terrace should be constructed 
first, and after it, in turn, each succeeding terrace down the slope. 
If the lower terraces are constructed first they are likely to be badly 
damaged should a rain occur before the upper ones are completed. 
The top terrace should not only be constructed first, but it should also 
be especially well constructed because the safetY. of the lower terraces 
is dependent upon it. If the top terrace fails, the other terraces 
down the slope are very likely to fail, owing to the overload they will 
receive. The delayed terracmg method (extending the construction 
of all terraces in a field over a period of several years), which has 
been advocated in some areas in order to initiate terracing over a 
larger area without increasing the expenditure of time and fun<!~ is 
a dangerous procedure and cannot be generally recommended. usu
ally the few rounds made on each terrace the first 1 or 2 years do not" 
provide sufficient. capacity to withstand runoff, and much overtop
ping and dama"e to the field results. Terraces are sometimes not 
completed to sulficient size, and they remain a source of trouble there
after.- It is desirable to complete the construction of terraces in as 
short a time as possible, but when the work must be distributed over 
a period of years the practice of constructing a few of the upper ter
taces the first year and building additional terraces each succeeding 
year is to be preferred to the practice of starting all the terraces at 
one time and doing only a little work on each terrace every year until 
all are complete.d. 

The practice of doing only the main excavating and earth moving 
with the terracing equipment reduces initial construction costs and, 
if necessary, can be recommended provided the terraces are watched 
carefully during the first year or two. Sufficient work should be done 
with the terracmg equipment, howe"!"sr, to obtain minimum channel 
requirements for the area. Later, if the field is properly plowed and 
disked, these operations will smooth down the terrace slopes and 
enlotrge the channel so as to provide the recommended factor of 
safety. 

It requires considerable . experience and perseverance to develop 
proficiency in terrace construction. The following are a few of the 
more important points to be observed in the operation of terracing 
equipment: 

. ~-~ 

1. Unless necessary, never remove soil from nrens that Inter wtll·n:quire filliiiP 
2. Move the sollns few times ns possible. · 
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' 3. It is generally easier to move soil down the slope. _ 
4. It is difficult to move lose earth over loose earth with a blade terracer. 
5. Earth can be moved most efficiently if the blade is cutting some. undisturbed 

·earth at all times. -
6. Move as much earth each trip as the power will permit. 
7. Regulate the blade so that uniform cuts will be secured. This is particularly 

important on curves. 
8. Do not disturb the topsoil from a wider area than is necessary. 
9. It is usually desirable to secure the necessary terrace height as enrly during 

construction as possible. 
10. Under varying sod conditions adjust the angle of the blade so that satis

factory scouring will be secured. 
In building clumnel terraces most of the earth should be moved 

from the upper side. The exact amount of excavation from the upper 
side will vary with the degree of slope and the equipment used. On 
the steeper slopes the terraces will be relatively narrow and all excava
tion can be made from the upper side if reversible equipment is used. 
On the more level slopes, with wider terrace cross sections, a few 
rounds at the lower side of the ridge will be desirable in order to 
complete the required section in the most economical manner. In 
building most of the terrace from one side, a reversible machine is 
more efficient because all the excavated material is moved downhill. 
In using the plow or any implement that is not reversible, a system 
is ordinarily used whereby the ridge is worked in one operation and 
the channel in another. In this way almost 75 percent of the excava
tion is made from the upper side. 

In areas where water conservation is desired and the ridge terrace 
is used, construction from both sides is advisable because this type of 
construction gives a wide, high ridge with a minimum depression above 
·or below the terrace and is suited to the relatively flat slopes in these 
areas (fig. 27). When some construction is done from the lower side 
of a terrace, care should be exercised not to leave a distinct channel 
below the terrace ridge in which runoff may accumulate and possibly 
break over at low points. Such concentration usually leads to unde
sirable washing between terraces. 

A detailed method of constructing terraces with- heavy blade ma
chines is illustrated in figures 27, 28, and 29. Figure 30 illustrates a 
method of constructing channel terraces with a moldboard plow that 
has proved practicable under many conditions found in the Corn Belt. 
It is impracticable to describe or illustrate detailed procedure for con
structing terraces with all types of light eqni_Pment. As a matter of 
fact, different procedures are often necessary m using the same equip
ment under different conditions. Information is usually available on 
a regionai basis that will prove valuable to those inexperienced in 
terrace constructing desiring to use light machines. 
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Section after Sefflement and Cultivation 
t o· 2 ~ 

Scol• ill Felt 

. '\'• ·- . ....,. 
Froua>: 2T.-Progresslve steps In constructing a ridge terrace In the Great Plains 

with ·a 10-foot blade terracer. The terrace Is constructed from both sides. 
With Inexperienced operators and on certain soils It may be desirable to 
secure the necessary center height during the first few rounds. 
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Original Ground Line S·Percent Slope 

Stake Line~"\-----------, 
Trip•l 

r-z 

2 3 • 

Seale 1n Feet 

Line 

....... 
FIGURE 28.-Progressive steps in co.nstrncting a chnnnel terrace in the South· 

eust with a 10-foot blade terracer. The terrace is constructed from the upper 
slde only. 
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fi.i;=2"F"=~,_,._, 
OriCJinal Ground Line &-Percent Slo t--··.:. 

Slake Line 

' ?" ' • 6 e 10 

, . Score In Feet · 

Fl<>tniE: 29.-Progresslve steps In eonstraetlng jf ebnnnel terrace In the Midwest ....... 
With a lO.toot blade terrucer. The terrace lB constructed from the upper side on~. 
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THE LAST SEVEN ROUNDS 

WHEEL 
ROLL 

....... 
FIGURE 80.-Progresslve steps in ·constructing a channel terrace with n two-bot· 

tom plow and farm tractor. The numbers on the furrow cuts represent the 
sequence of plow rounds. NrA:e the plowing of overlapping furrows to form. 
the channel on the upper side. 

SUPPLEMENTAL WORK 

'Where terraces cross gullies or even slight deJ,>ressions it is neces
sary to do some extra fill work in order to mainta.m the proper terrace 

· ~oca.tion and ridge elevation.· A slip scraper, fresno, or rotary scraper 
IS usually used for this work. Failure to .build fills p1·operly is a com
.mon cause· of trouble in terracing. Where. an appreciable gully has 
' developed, the fill should be made somewhat in the manner required for 
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earth dams. It must be well compacted and impervious. A substan
tial bond .,should be provided between the fill and the gully sides. The 
fill must be made high and wide enough to prevent overtopping or 
wash-outs. Usually the height of the terrace at points where fills are 
made should be increased 15 to 20 percent to compensate for the extra 
settlement that will occur in the filled portion. · 

Where outlet ditches or field fences prevent the regular equipment 
from going the full length of the terrace it is frequently necessary to 
do some hand work on terraces. It is important that all such parts 
be completed to full channel capacity as one "Ceak place in a terrace 
is sufficient to cause its failure. 

A terrace cannot be considered complete until it has been carefully 
checked for correct grade and height. To assure proper channel 
capacity and the flow of water in·the direction desired, low places on 
the ridge and high spots in the terraee channel should be marked and 
corrected before the equipment leaves the field, On the level terrace 
it is usually necessary to deto::rmine o:r:tlY the low po.ints in tl~e ridge. 
The level and rod are used m · checkmg, and sufficient readmgs are 
taken to determine accurately where corrections are necessary. Eleva
tions and ~rades should be checked very carefully around bends and 
across gullies and at terrace outlets. A common fault in terrace con
struction is to provide too much grade near the terrace outlet. If 
coi·rectional work is required over an appreciable length of the terrace, 
it ~an usu~lly be done most satisfactorily by using the regular ter-
1·acmg eqrupment. 

COSTS 

The cost of terracing will vary widely in accordance with soil and 
cover conditions, the size of terraces constructed, the equipment used 
to build them, and the experience of the· constructors. For those 
without exl?erience valuable .time and labor will be saved by attending 
demonstratiOns or by studymg proved methods before attempting to 
build a terrace with plow, scraper, blade or disk. 

Records of constructing terraces with heavy equipment in many 
parts of the country indicate an average cost range of about $30 to 
$45 per mile. On lighter soils in good working condition the cost may 
be as low as $20 per mile or less and on heavy soils as high as $55 or 
more. The figures are based on a large amount of work and a wide 
variety of conditions. If inexperienced operators or poorly adapted 
equipment is used or adverse conditions exist on the field the costs 
may be much higher. ' 

The cost o_f constructing terraces with farm or lig~t equipment can 
be reckoned m terms of laoor and fuel costs. These wlll also var:ywith 
conditions as pointed out for heavy-equipment construction. Using 
a two-horse or two-mule team and a slip scraper, two men will usually 
construct 600 to 800 feet of terrace in a 10-hour workin~ day on light 
soils. With a two-bottom plow and tractor~ farmers m the Middle 
~est are able to construct about ~,600 to 2,400 feet of terrace per day. 
L1ght b~ades and V-d:ng~· reqrure. more labor, particularly it the-. 
ground 1s hard, necess1tatmg plowmg to loosen the soil: · A single 
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FIGURE 31.-A speeial disk attadnuPut fo1· farm tractors bas pl'Oved effident for 
tetTace construction. 
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disk attachment for a tractor has produced lower construction costs 
for terracing than any of the other equipment described. From 
three-fourths to a mile of terrace can be constructed in a day on 
heavy soils (fig. 31). 

FARMING TERRACED LAND 

The construction of a well-desilPled system of terraces does not in 
itself stop erosion. Construction Is only the beginning. The success 
of the terraces depends on whether they are J?roperly maintained and 
farmed after construction. Too often erosiOn-control efforts cease 
with the construction of the terraces, and construction cost is wasted 
because of faulty cropping and tillage practices. A surprisingly large 

SC-1100 

FIGUUE 32.-contour plowing the intet·vnl between termces aids in moisture C<.>n
servation and erosion control and facillties proper terrace maintenance. 

number of the terraces that have-been in use for 5 years or more are 
no,longer effective because the continued practice of one-crop farming 
and tillage up and down the slopes have 1·educed the capacity of the 
tetTace channels to such an extent that frequent overtopping has 

·resulted. · - , 
One ()f . the most desirable tillage practices- ior terraced land is 

contour farming-the plowing and planting of crops parallel to the 
terraces. This produces a,'Series of miniature depressions and ridrres 
between ten·aces, and these aid in moisture conservation and erosion 
c~mtrol. Op~rating tilluge-equipment,pnrapel to the t~rraces, par-~ 
tiCularly eqmpment tha~ penetrates the soil, -~lso results m minimum 
damage to the terrace r1dge an~ c.hannel (fi~.: 32). By plowil,lg,-pl\r
allel to the terrace and rP.gulatmg the locatwn of dead fw-rows ancf 
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NE&-23 , 

Flamm 33.-A terrace ridge can -be made wider and the side slopes reduced by 
bac~furrowing toward the ridge . 

• 

;12-4-CD 

Fta~ 34.-PlowLng a cbanf!:el terrace In ordet: tp maintain proper cross section. 
Noteo-.how the channel Is being plowed out-and,. how the terrace has been 
blended lnto--tbe1ower slope. ·. - · ' 
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backfurrows terraces can be maintained and their cross sections 
changed so a's to provide the most desirable slopes for any particular 
field (figs. 33 and 34). The ~etl~od of !?eating dead furrows and 
backfurrows to enlarge or mamtam the channel of the channel ter
race and the ridge of the ridge terrace is illustrated in figure 35. The 

FIGURE 35.-Maintalning terraces by plowing: A, The chnunel of the channel 
terrace can be enlarged by plowing it out. Between channels turn as many of 
the furrows uphill as possible to offset the no tural soil movement down the 
slope. B, The ridge of the ridge terrace can be enlarged by backfurrowlng to It. 
The location of the dead furrow should be varied from year to year to avoid 
excessive depression at any one point. 

location of the other backfurro....:s and deau' furrows may be varied : 
from year to year according to the surface condition of the field and 
tbe most ~onve!lient man.ner of ~nishing irre!rlllar strips o~ .. shorj; · 
rows. It IS desirable to turn uphill as many of the furrows between 
terraces as possible. 
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The irregularity of slopes and the differences in terrrace sections 
and types of equipment used make it difficult to establish definite rules 
for plowing terraced land so as to maintain the terraces properly 
and adjust sudace slopes.· Considerable ingenuity must be exercised 
by the plowman since the starting and finishing po~ts will vary p.ot 
only from ~eld ~field but from year to year on the·sam~ field. He 
must keep m mmd the most des1rable terrace cross sectlOn and the 
princifle of maintaining and developing the channel by plowing it 
out, o maintaining the rid~e by backfurrowing to it, and of varying 
the other dead furrows and back furrows over the field so as to develop 
the most desirable surface slopes between terraces. 

The two-way plow is not commonly used for plowing unterrnced 
fields, but it appears to have some distinct advantages for plowing 

WI~ 

FwunE 30.-Strip cropping combined with tet·racing. Adjacent strips are centet·ed 
on consecutive terraces. The men are standing on the terrace ridges. -

terraced fields. It; will eliminate the necessity of backfurrow5- or 
dead furrows in undesirable locations. A fUrther advantaCYe is that 
the furrows between terraces can be turned up the slope. trims will 
give the soil an upwnrd movement that will partly offset the natural 
downhill movement caused by erosion and tillage. This type of plow 
has been used in plowing terraced land on several of the experimental 
farms of the Soil Conservation Service and has shown good results. 

Good terr~ce sections can usually be maintained with little or no 
additional maintenance work if contour tillage and proper methods of 
·plowing are practiced. Under exceptional conditions, where it may 
not be possi~le to. maintain proper cross sections by the regular plowing 
operations, It will be necessary to use 'the blade or scraper on the 
terraces at regular inter_x_qls. The lighter terracing machines or 
'home-made V-shaped drags 'with ordinary farm power units can or
,d.innrily be used satisfocctorily. . . · · . 
-I~ome are~s strip cropping is. combin:eq with terracing to cop.trol. 
erosiOn more completely (fig. 36). There are several methods of 
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arranging the alternate strips of close-growing and row crops on a 
terraced field. The type of rotations, the crops, and the proportions 
of each crop to be produced will determine in part the arrangement 
and width of strips. In combining the two control measures ( 1) use 
strips as nearly uniform in width as possible in order that rotation 
of crops may be prncticedl (2) have at least one boundary line of 
each strip fall between adJacent terraces so that a portion of each 
terrace interval will be protected by a close-growin_g crop, (3) elimi
nate point rows insofar as possible by absorbing Irregular areas in 
strips of close-growing crops, and (4) use the minimum number of 
strips that will provide effective erosion control in order that the 
necessary tillage operations may not become unduly complicated or 
burdensome. . 

A combination .of strip cropping and terracing that provides for 
close-growing crops on alternate terrace intervals and for row crops 
on the intervening one merely complicates the tillage and harvesting 
operations and does not ~)rovide any better erosion control than 
would be effected by terracu$ and by rotnting the same crops in the 
usual method. The most enective methods of combining terracing 
and strip cropping are illl!-strated in figure 37. 

When a field is in contoured row crops it is impossible to avoid short 
or point rows unless the land slope happens to be very uniform. 
These point rows may be arranged in many different ways, and the 
arrangement selected depends largely on the preference of the land 
operator. · His choice may be influenced by such factors as past prac
tice or the type of tillage equipment he uses. Figure 38 indreates 
three of the more common row arrangements, showing point rows in 
the terrace channel, at the base of the terrace ridge, and between 
terraces. . 
. Many combina'tion.s of these arrangements are poss~b)e. The !el~

hve merits of each wrll depend largely upon local conditiOns and mdr
vidual choice. .A. combination that appears to have some merit is to 
run the long rows para~lel along alterna!e terrac~s and allow the shol:"t 
or point rows to termmate along the mtervemng terrace. By this 
method only every ?ther terrace will rece!ve point. rows an~ these 
will terminate both m the channel and agamst the rrdge. It IS con
tended by some that terminating point ro~s on the terraces is con
ducive to erosion because these rows are shghtly off the contour and 
they also tend to concentrate the turnii$ of cultivnting machinery on 
the terraces. This objection can be _onset to some extent by always 
using parallel r!lws on the area occup~ed by the terrae~ and by ending 
the poi.nt rows JUst above or belo'Y tins area. The tlurd arrangement 
sun-n-ested in figure 38 throws pomt rows between terraces and more 
ne~~ly equalizes the digression of the point rows from the contour.' 

The row arrangement shown in figure 39 reduces even more the 
variation of the point rows from the true contour. One or more 
master rows are equally spaced between terraces, and the point rows. 
are allowed to fall between the master rows oi! between the master row 
and the terrace, accordin~. to the row arrangement used. This• 
arrangement of rows reqmres more field work than any otherdiS"-· 
cussed in this bulletin, 
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o-"'' 
FIGURE 37.-Three suggested __.methods of combining strip cropping and terracing. 
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Point Rows .Between Terraces ...... 
FIGURE 38.-:-Three suggeste~ arrangements ot pol~t rows ~n relation to terraces. 
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It should again be emphasized that terraces require fr~quent inspec
tion, particularly during ~he first Y.ear af~er cm~structlon, when the 
ridges and fills are •ettlmg .. Durmg this J?enod they should ~e 
inspected after each heavy ram. If breaks m the terrace are ells
covered they should be repaired as soo~ as possible. If the runoff 
has concentrated between terraces and washed silt barriers into ·the 
channel these should be removed so that the channel JVill be clear 
for the next rain. This 'l'l'ork can usually be done most conveniently 
with a shovel·'at the time of inspection. Ordinarily the most careful 
inspection is required where the terrace crosses gullies, where bends 
occur, and at the outlet end. , 

Some farmers object. to terracing because they believe that it will 
interfere with their regular farming operations. .At the same time 
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FIGURE 30.-Arranging point rows between mnster rows on terrnced land places-' 
all the rows more nearly on the contour than tlnes auy of the methods shown· 
in figure 38. This is the most intricnte of the; 'four suggested arrangements. 

they usually fail to appreciate the fact that gullies that are gradu
ally developing on their farms will eventually cause more serious in
terference with their farming operations than terracing possibly could 
and that the continual loss of topsoil will eventually -make their 
entire farming operations futile. Farming terraced land is not un
duly difficult if the farmer is willing to give up straight rows and try 
co.ntou: farmin_g (fig: ~0). .Although contour farming introduces 
mmor mconvemences 1t IS usually found that the advantages far out
weigh !he disadvantages. Farmers have found that even the turning 
of equlJ~ll'!ent necessitated by short rows is not nearly as difficult. as 
was anticipated. .After the operator becomes ·accustomed to pomt 
rows .he can carry on his regular farming operations with very little 
· da!flage to crops. It has also been found much easier to operate ma
,chinery on the contour than up and down hill . 

. l!'IGUBE 40.-Fnrm mnchtnery can be sntisfnctorily operated ·over terraces lf they 
nre properly -constructed and if contour tillage is practiced, ns shown In the 
three plctures. 
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. l\Iuch more satisfactory results from terracing will be secured if 
farmers will adopt ·with regard to their terraces a policy similar to 
that followed by State highway departments with regard to their 
highways. Both highways and terraces must have good design and 
construction -features and shonld be used. and maintained according 
to recommended practices. With proper .usa and· care terrac~s will' 
ordinarily function for many years. · · 
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